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Choosingthe Avenger:Some Aspects of the
Bloodfeudin MedievalIcelandand England
William Ian Miller
Hamlet. Speak. I am bound to hear.
Ghost. So art thou to revenge, when thou shalt hear.
'Now go home,'said Vermund, 'and have your husband Vigfis's body dug up.
Take his head to Arnkel and say to him that this head would not look to
After that
others to prosecute this action if Arnkel had needed help ....'
[Iorgerc] went home and did as she had been instructed.'
The late King Hamlet's ghost and Iorgerl have similar problems. Both
want to oblige someone to take action on behalf of a corpse. And both enlist
the aid of part of that corpse or its facsimile in their efforts. Old Hamlet's
ghost must busy himself about this matter because he was murdered, and in
such a fashion that his body showed no sign of foul play. Clearly, before he
can charge someone to avenge him he must announce that there is
something to avenge.2
On the other hand, no mystery surrounds Vigffis's death. The man who
killed him promptly published his deed.3 Yet not for all this publicity is
Vigffis allowed to rest quietly. His body is to be dug up, the head severed,
and carried along to get his wife's maternal uncle Arnkel to undertake the
prosecution.
William Ian Miller is Associate Professor at the Universityof Houston Law Center.
1. Hamlet, I.v.7-8; Eyrbyggjasaga, ch. 27, in 4 Islenzkfornrit, Einar 6. Sveinsson, ed.
(Reykjavik, 1935) [hereinaftercited as Eyrbyggia];Englishtranslation:EyrbyggjaSaga,
trans. by H. Palsson and P. Edwards(Toronto, 1973). Referencesto sagas are by saga
name and chapter. For convenience I have identified an accessible translation where
available. All translationsfrom Old Norse and Old Englishare mine.
2. EarlyIcelandiclaw made a distinctionbetweenmurder(mord) and killing(vig). Murder
was an unacknowledged,secret, or concealed killing. The law of the medieval Icelandic
Commonwealthgoes by the name Griags, literally'Grey Goose.' The laws mostly date
from the 12th and 13th centuries. See generally6. Larusson,'On Gragas-The Oldest
Icelandic Code of Law,' Third Viking Congress (1958) 77-89. There are three main
manuscripts of Gragas: Gragiis: Codex Regius, V. Finsen, ed. (Copenhagen, 1852)
[hereinaftercited as 1 Gragas]; Gragas:Staoarhblsbbk, V. Finsen, ed. (Copenhagen,
1879) [hereinaftercitedas 2 Gragas];Grigas: Skilholtsbbk, V. Finsen,ed. (Copenhagen,
1883) [hereinaftercited as 3 Gragas].A translationof ?? 1-116 of 1 Gragashas recently
appearedwith other volumes scheduledfor futurepublication;see AndrewDennis, Peter
Foote and Richard Perkins, Laws of Early Iceland: Griags (Winnipeg, 1980). For the
definition of murder,see 1 Gragas,? 88 and 2 Griags, ? 315.
EarlyEnglishand Norman laws also made the distinctionbetweenkillingand murder.
See Sir FrederickPollock and F.W. Maitland, The History of the English Law, 2 vols.,
2d ed. (London, 1898) ii, 486; and II Canutec.5.? 1 in The Laws of the Kingsof England
Englandfrom Edmund to Henry I, A.J. Robertson, ed. (Cambridge, 1925). See also
L.M. Larson, The EarliestNorwegian Laws (New York, 1935) 422.
3. Early Icelandic law provided very detailed and complicated proceduresfor publishing
killings and other actionable offenses. 1 Griags, supra note 2, ? 87 and 2 Grbags,??
278-81.
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We will return to Vigffis's head later. It is but one bizarre piece of a larger
collection of evidence that allows us to reconstruct tentatively a crucial part
of the system of rights and duties of the early Icelandic and English
bloodfeud. The evidence is not abundant, and what there is is strange and
often difficult to interpret. Yet, there is enough material to justify the
attempt to describe how a person, who for some reason is not able to take
vengeance, is able to oblige another to take up the feud.

I. The Background: Bloodfeud and the Ties that Bind
It is not very easy to generalize about bloodfeud. The form it takes in any
one place will depend variously on the structures of kinship, the rules
regarding residence, the economic system, and ecology, among other
things.4 So, too, the actions that will incur the feud will vary from culture to
culture, depending on the underlying normative order.
The feud has its rules and structure. For example, virtually all bloodfeuding societies recognize a rough rule of equivalence in the prosecution of
the feud, the law of the talion being perhaps the most familiar statement of
the rule. Taking ten lives for one was not feud; it was either war or anarchy.5
The rule of equivalence also limited the class of possible expiators by
excluding some who might by virtue of kinship alone qualify as vengeance
targets. Thus, young children, old infirm men, or women were usually
inappropriate expiators,6 and killing one of them tended to expand the
dispute and increase its intensity.7
In those societies in which the state was either weak or nonexistent, the
feud often functioned as a system in which disputes were processed and
4. For the effect of ecology on feud, see Jacob Black-Michaud,CohesiveForce:Feud in the
Mediterraneanand the Middle East (New York, 1975) 125-26, 162-72; E.L. Peters,
'Some Structural Aspects of the Feud Among the Camel-Herding Bedouin of
Cyrenaica,'Africa XXXVII (1967) 261-82.
5. For a discussion of the distinction between feud and war see Black-Michaud,Cohesive
Force, supra note 4, 1-8, 22-23, 27-32, and works cited therein.
6. Brennu-Njals saga, chs. 129-47, in 12 Islenzk fornrit, Einar 0. Sveinsson, ed.
(Reykjavik, 1954) [hereinaftercited as Njal]; Englishtranslation:Njal's Saga, trans. by
M. Magnussonand H. Palsson (London, 1960).
7. The rule of equivalenceraises some interestingquestions. If you kill my brother,does
equivalence requireme to kill you or your brother?It is tempting to see a very strange
manifestaton of the rule in Icelandic wergeld law, which provided for compensation
paymentsto be made from each memberof the killer'skin group out to fourthcousins to
the correspondingmemberof the victim'skin group. 1 Griags, supra note 2, ? 113. The
killer,balancedagainstthe victim, was not includedin the compensationschedule.It has
been suggestedthat the reason lies in the law havingassumed the exile of the killerand
the confiscation of his goods. See Dame Bertha Phillpotts, Kindred and Clan
(Cambridge, 1913) 13. Ratherthan hypothesizinga successfuloutlawryaction, I prefer
to explain the killer'slack of liabilityto the lack of a receivercorrespondingto him. No
doubt the law also recognizedthat the killer'skin would make sure the killersubsidized
their obligatory payments.
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resolved. It was not necessarily inconsistent with the existence of what we
would recognize as law or a well-defined legal system.8 The feud could be
integrated into the law as when, for example, the law explicitly privileged
vengeance killings.9 Or it could be implicit in the structure of the legal
system, as when the feud or threat of it provided the sanction behind legal
judgments.10 Indeed this was the case in both pre-conquest England and
Iceland where it was ultimately the responsibililty of the plaintiff and his kin
to enforce judgments in their favor." But the feud could also exist as a
dispute system in its own right, independent of the law. According to some,
8. There is an extensive literatureon the proper definition of 'law' and the 'legal.' It is a
slough to be avoided. Usefuldiscussionsof the issuesand a reviewof the literaturecan be
found in Richard L. Abel, 'A ComparativeTheory of Dispute Institutionsin Society,'
Law and Society Review VIII (1973) 217-347 at 221-39 and Simon Roberts, Orderand
Dispute: An Introductionto Legal Anthropology (New York, 1979) 17-29, 184-206.
The status of the bloodfeudas a juridicalmechanismhas also produceda smallfeud of
its own in the anthropologicalliterature.The position taken by various writersdepends
on their position in the dispute noted in the precedingparagraph.I do not undertaketo
supply a complete bibliography here, but the following works contain useful and
enlightening discussions of the bloodfeud as an institution in its own right, having at
times a distinctly juridical look to it. E.E. Evans-Pritchard, The Nuer (Oxford,
1940) 150-62; Margaret Hasluck, The UnwrittenLaw in Albania (Cambridge, 1954);
Peters, 'StructuralAspects,'supranote 4; Black-Michaud,CohesiveForce, supranote 4.
And among historians see especially J.M. Wallace-Hadrill, 'The Bloodfeud of the
Franks,' in The Long-Haired Kings and Other Studies in Frankish History (London,
1962) 121-47; also Marc Bloch, Feudal Society (Chicago, 1964) 128; R.R. Davies, 'The
Survival of the Bloodfeud in Medieval Wales,' History LIV (1969) 338-57.
Representativeof the anthropologistswhose definitionof law leadsthem to discussthe
feud as subcultureviolence, war, or anarchy are Paul Bohannan, Social Anthropology
(New York, 1963) 290-91; Leopold Pospisil, Anthropology of Law: A Comparative
Theory (New York, 1971) 2-10; and A. Radcliffe-Brown,Structureand Function in
PrimitiveSociety (New York, 1965) 208.
9. See, e.g., 1 Gragas,supra note 2, ?? 86, 90; 2 Gragas, ? 275; 3 Gragas,695, s.v. vigt;
also Leges Henrici Primi, L. Downer, ed. (Oxford, 1972) c.36.1c, c.70.12.
10. The traditionalview that the stateand royaljustice wereincompatiblewith kin solidarity
and bloodfeud has been qualifiedby Wallace-Hadrill,'Bloodfeud of the Franks,'supra
note 8, 129: 'when we come to inquirewhat it was that made the composition tariffsof
Lex Salica work and why wergeldsand lessercompositions were in fact paid, the answer
is, not fear of local royal officials but fear of feud; or rather it was both.' So too in
Scotland where royal and privatejustice coexisted and were mutually dependent. See
Jenny Wormald,'Bloodfeud,Kindredand Governmentin EarlyModernScotland,' Past
and Present LXXXVII (1981) 54-97. See also Julius Goebel Jr., Felony and Misdemeanor (Philadelphia, 1976) 17-25.
11. See Dorothy Whitelock, The Beginningsof English Society, 2d ed. (Harmondsworth,
1974) 39-40; see, e.g., 1 Grizgas,supranote 2, ? 110;and Njal, supranote 6, chs. 75-77.
See generally Hrafnkelssaga Freysgooa, in 11 Islenzkfornrit, J6n J6hannesson, ed.
(Reykjavik,1950) [hereinaftercited as Hrafnkel];English translation:Hrafnkel'sSaga,
trans. by H. Pialsson(Harmondsworth, 1971).
On the difficulty of enforcing a judgment of outlawry, consider the quip made to a
successfulplaintiff:'I guess you got this much out of your lawsuit:you may call him an
outlaw.' Hrafnkel,ch. 4 (English trans., ch. 12).
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in the absence of centralized authority, it was the feud that kept the peace.12
This view was a needed corrective to the uncritical association of feud with
lawlessness and anarchy. Yet, it is at times too benign. The feud could get
out of hand. There are occasional instances in the sagas that show the feud
ominously close to the limits of its rules, and when it exceeds them only the
most uncritical functionalist could still claim there was a peace in the feud. 3
The duty to take up the feud or the liability to suffer its consequences was
largely a function of kinship. In England and Iceland both the laws and
language suggest, with some qualifications, that the kinship system was
bilateral and ego-centered.14 That is, a person (ego) could trace kinship
through both male and female links and on both parents' sides. One feature
of this system is that two people related to ego might not be related to each
other. For example, a mother's brother and a father's brother, though
kinsmen to ego in the same degree, are not kin to each other. This led
Maitland to conclude that the bloodfeud group could not be 'a permanently
organized unit' since its make-up would depend on who figured as ego. The
12. See the importantand influentialarticleby E. Colson, 'Social Controland Vengeancein
Plateau Tonga Society,' AfricaXXIII (1953) 199-212; M. Gluckman,'The Peace in the
Feud,' Past and PresentVII (1955) 1-14.
13. The burning of Njal and its consequencesis a case in point.
14. For Iceland, see 1 Grhags,supra note 2, ?? 113, 118; 2 Griags, ? 56; S.B. Barlau,'Old
Icelandic Kinship Terminology: An Anomaly,' Ethnology XX (1981) 191-202. For
England, see generallyPhillpotts, Kindredand Clan, supra note 7, 211, 224; Lorraine
Lancaster,'Kinship in Anglo-Saxon Society,' BritishJournal of Sociology IX (1958)
234-50, 359-77; and H.R. Loyn, 'Kinship in Anglo-Saxon Society,' Anglo-Saxon
England III (1974) 197-209.
The nature of Germanickinship has been hotly debated for over a century, and the
statementin the text to which this footnote is appendedis only a little less controversial
now than it was in 1900. The issue is whetherearly Germanickin were agnatic clanspatrilinealdescent groups-or whetherthe kin set was bilateral-cognatic. The debate
has been characterizedby remarkablyable performanceson both sides. Some early
spokesmen for patrilinealitywere Sir Henry Maine, Ancient Law (Everymaned. 1917)
88-89; and Sir Paul Vinogradoff, The Growthof the Manor, 2d ed. (New York, 1911)
135-36. Spokespeople on the side of cognation were Pollock and Maitland, History of
English Law, supra note 2, ii, 240-45; Phillpotts, Kindredand Clan, supra note 7.
The more recent writers on both sides have greatly benefitted from the work of
anthropologists who have shown that patrilineal descent does not preclude the
recognition of cognatic kin, nor does a bilateralkinship system precludelineal biases in
certain areas. See, e.g., Robin Fox, Kinship and Marriage (Harmondsworth, 1967)
50-52, 153; Radcliffe-Brown,Structureand Function,supranote 8, 23. In other words,
the issue now is whether Germanic kinship is cognatic admitting patrilineal and
patrilateralbiases, or whetherit is patrilinealadmittingcognation. Fox cautionsagainst
making such distinctions, but the question has produced the following useful and
interestingdiscussions. For patrilinealitysee H.H. Meinhard,'The PatrilinealPrincipal
in Early Teutonic Kinship,' in J. Beattie and R. Lienhardt, eds., Studies in Social
Anthropology:Essays in Memory of E.E. Evans-Pritchard(Oxford, 1975) 1-29; T.M.
Charles-Edwards,'Kinship, Status, and the Originsof the Hide,' Past and PresentLVI
(1972) 3-33. For the bilateral kin set, see D.A. Bullough, 'Early Medieval Social
Groupings: The Terminology of Kinship,' Past and Present XLV (1969) 3-18;
Lancaster,'Kinshipin Anglo-Saxon Society,' supra.
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bloodfeud group had 'to organize itself ad hoc,' and its organization was
necessarily of a 'fleeting kind.' Maitland supposes the following situation:
'Along with his brothers and paternal uncles a man goes out to avenge his
father's death and is slain. His maternal uncles ... who stood outside the old
feud, will claim a share in his wer.'5 Unfortunately, as it will be more than
borne out later, the situation was never as clear-cut as Maitland makes it.
Take the position of the maternal uncles in his hypothetical. They are not of
the blood of their nephew's father. A strict application of bilateral kinship
computation would exclude them from the group of his avengers or
compensation receivers. They may not care in the least about the corpse;
they could sit back and do nothing and feel themselves justified. But they do
have kinsmen who care about the corpse; their sister is its widow, and they
share blood with the corpse's son who does have a duty to avenge his father.
Shift focus and consider the matter from the son's view. He is interested in
taking vengeance, if he can. If he has the aid of his brothers and paternal
uncles he might well succeed, but if he has no brothers or paternal uncles, or
if he is estranged from them or disagrees with them on how to proceed, he
will need to get support elsewhere. It would seem very likely that he would
look to those to whom he was obliged, and who were obliged to him, for
help-his maternal kinsmen. The maternal kinsmen, then; are likely to be
caught in a bind. They owe a duty to the avenger, but not to the victim; if
they participate in the vengeance-taking they will incur the feud of the
slayer's kin. Yet if they sit back and thereby estrange themselves from their
sister's son, they run the risk of weakening the solidarity of their own
kin group. The maternal uncles are in an uneasy position. It is not quite as
anxiety provoking as the person's who is clearly obliged to both sides as
would be, for example, someone who is first cousin to both the slayer and
the slain, or both brother to the killer and husband of the victim's sister.16
But the position is an uneasy one nevertheless, one which they would like to
avoid if they could. This is the class of people who have an interest in seeing
things settled amicably, and it is they who will often constitute the class of
peacemakers urging the parties to reconcile, to substitute money for blood.17
15. Pollock and Maitland, History of English Law, supra note 2, ii, 242.
16. The plight of the person bound to opposing sides is a favorite theme of Germanic
literature,depictedin mythicgrandeurin the Nibelungcycle and in more homely fashion
in the actions of Styr Iorgrfmsson. Eyrbyggja,supra note 1, ch. 45. Styr fought in a
battle on the side of his first cousins once removed who were arrayed against his
daughter'shusband and his grandson. He killed a memberof his son-in-law'spartyand
then switched sides and evened the score by killing a follower of his cousins.
17. See Gluckman, 'Peace in the Feud,' supra note 12. In Gluckman'sview, cross-cutting
ties will inhibit the feud, or at least work as a deterrentto violence within the feud.
Exogamous marriage,friendship,residencepatterns,fostering,among other things, will
inevitably cause some people to have close ties with both sides. These people 'have an
interestin bringingabout a settlementof quarrels.'Ibid. 8. In most situations,there will
be someone so situated and should there not be, kin groups will set about establishing
cross-cuttingties by strategicmarriagearrangements.The sagas and Beowulfoffer many
examples of such marriages.See, e.g., Beowulf, F. Klaeber,ed., 3d ed. (London, 1951)
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What I mean to suggest by all this is that both the laws and a model of
bilateral kinship will make rights and duties appear clearer at any particular
moment than they really appeared to the people involved. Moreover, the
make-up of the kin group varied according to the matter at hand.18 Those
people obliged to take vengeance need not be the ones who received
compensation, or who had to pay it, or who were liable for the return blow
of an avenger. The group recruited to take blood was invariably larger than
the one liable for a reprisal. In turn, the class of compensation payers and
the group recruited to support litigants in lawsuits were each larger than the
class of avengers.19 None of these groups, moreover, need coincide with
those who would attend the wedding of ego's daughter or contribute to her
marriage portion, attend ego's funeral, or be his heir.20
The same group liability that required kinsmen to take up the feud on
behalf of a member also provided the inducement for the kin set to police
itself. Since the permissible target of a vengeance killing did not have to be
the killer21there was every reason why a kin group would wish to control its
11.1071-1159; Njal, supra note 6, chs. 93, 159. The frequency of the practice is also
attested to by the Old English word freoouwebbe, literally 'peaceweaver,'meaning
'woman.'
How effectivecross-cuttingties actuallywere in preventingviolence is another matter.
ConsiderBeowulf'swords:'Seldom wherea princehas fallen does the avengingspearlie
still, even though the bride may be good.' Ibid. 11.2029-31. The person with ties to both
sides need not necessarilybe a force for peace. See, e.g., Styr'sactions, in the preceding
note. He resolvedhis conflict by killing on behalf of both parties. Yet despite Beowulf's
cynicismand Styr'sviolent temperament,people acted as if they agreedwith Gluckman.
They still sought to createcross-cuttingties. They werewell awarethat such bonds would
preventviolencein few or maybeeven no cases, but they wereconvincedthat peace stood
a better chance if there were people on both sides with conflicting loyalties. See also J.
Black-Michaud,Cohesive Force, supra note 4, 70-72.
18. See Fox, Kinshipand Marriage,supranote 14, 50-52; Bullough,'EarlyMedievalSocial
Groupings,'supra note 14, 15.
19. The English sources are remarkablyopaque as to the relativesize of the compensation
paying and receiving groups. The evidence is assembled and discussed in Phillpotts,
Kindred and Clan, supra note 7, 205-12 and G. MacCormack, 'Inheritanceand
Wergeldin Early GermanicLaw,' Irish Jurist VIII (1973) 143-63 at 157-63.
20. The actual extent of the bilateralkindred, that is, exactly how distant a cousin can be
before ego will cease to recognize him as his kin, is a complicated problem for both
England and Iceland greatly beyond the scope of this introduction. For Iceland, cf. 1
Gragas,supra note 2, ?? 25, 35 where second cousins of litigantscan be challengedfor
I Gragas,? 113
interest if they are judges or members of the panel of neighbors with
where fourth cousins are included as wergeld receiversand payors. The saga evidence
shows examples of kin recruitmentout to second cousins once removed;see, e.g., Njal,
supra note 6, chs. 73-74. See also Phillpotts, Kindredand Clan, supra note 7, 37-41.
For England see generallythe works cited supra note 14.
21. Thereare many competingfactorsgoverningthe choice of expiator. The killermight not
be available, having already been killed or outlawed, or it simply might be prudentto
avoid him. There is often a very strong sense that the killer should suffer, but this is
frequentlyat odds with the rule of equivalence. See supra note 7. The killer is not the
best expiator when he is of considerablylesserrank or reputationthan his victim. There
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more fiery members. To this end people were encouraged to take counsel
before they acted, either to ensure themselves of their kin's support or to
refrain from acting should their kin not approve of the course of action.
Unruly kinsmen could be repudiated or encouraged to go viking in order to
take out their excesses on people too far away to demand wergeld or take
vengeance.22 Repudiation was a powerful sanction. The kinless man could
be killed with virtual impunity since no one was likely to take action on his
account.23 On the other hand, the kin group also relinquished their right to
vengeance or wergeld for the repudiated kinsman should he be killed.24
There were bonds other than blood ties. A kin group weak in numbers
was not necessarily condemned to being bullied by more populous kin
might also be an urge to humiliatethe other side by killing its best man. In this regard,
the following Norwegian law introducedinto Iceland about 1270 is instructive:
May it be known to all men that a barbariccustom has prevailedin our countries
for a long time: when a man has been killed, his kinsmen want to remove the best
man in the [killer's]family, even though he is ignorantand innocent of the slaying.
And they do not want to avenge themselveson the real killer, even when they have
an opportunityto do so ....
Quoted in Lars Lonnroth, Njals saga: A CriticalIntroduction (Berkeley, 1976) 146.
Some sense of accomplice liabilityalso extended the class of possible expiators. In the
sagas vengeancefrequentlyfell on those who accompaniedthe killer or even those who
laughed at or heard a libellous insult. See, e.g., Njal, supra note 6, chs. 45, 91-92. See
also the remarkable conversation between Gutruin and Snorri over choosing a
vengeancetarget in which the meritsand drawbacksof a series of possibleexpiatorsare
discussed. Laxdcelasaga, ch. 59, in 5 Islenzkfornrit,Einar6. Sveinsson,ed. (Reykjavik,
1934) [hereinaftercited as Laxdela]; English translation:Laxdwla Saga, trans. by M.
Magnussonand H. Palsson (Baltimore, 1969). I discuss rules of vicariousliabilityin the
feud and factors governing the choice of expiator in my 'JustifyingSkarphe,inn: Of
Pretext and Politics in the Icelandic Bloodfeud,' Scandinavian Studies LV (1983)
316-44.
The heart of early legislationintendedto limit the bloodfeud lay in efforts to limit the
class of expiatorsto the killer. See, e.g., Robertson, Laws of the Kingsof England,supra
note 2, II Edmund c. ; and the 13th century Icelandic law quoted in the previous
paragraph. The fair inference from these laws is that it was common and acceptable
practicefor the vengeance target not to have been the killer.
22. See Robertson, Laws of the Kings of England,supra note 2, II Edmundc. 1.? 1; in some
culturesthe troublemakeris killed by his kin. For examplesamong the Eskimo, see E.A.
Hoebel, The Law of Primitive Man (Cambridge, 1954) 91. Repudiations could
apparentlybe made subjectto a condition precedent.In Njal, supra note 6, ch. 13, Hrfit,
the spokesmanfor the kin, stipulatedhis niece'shusbandcould kill her foster-fatherwith
impunity should the foster-father visit them for more than three days without the
husband'spermission.
23. The miserable lot of the kinless man is a common and moving theme of much AngloSaxon poetry. See, e.g., Beowulf, supra note 17, 11.2231-70. He is also a frequent
subject of the the laws. See, e.g., F.L. Attenborough, The Laws of the EarliestEnglish
Kings (Cambridge, 1922) Ine c.23.? 1, Alfred c. 31; Robertson, Laws of the Kings of
England, supra note 2, I Canutec.5.? 2c.
24. See Attenborough, Laws of the Earliest English Kings, supra note 23, II Edwardc. 6.
Cf., Robertson, Laws of the Kings of England, supra note 2, II Edmund c. .? 2.
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groups or humiliated by the inability to enforce its rights. Much of the
politics of bloodfeud lay in finding ways to extend the network of rights and
duties to others beyond blood kin. Marriage was one of these ways. A
daughter, a sister, and a widowed mother were valuable commodities; they
could be married into other kin groups.25 The Icelandic wergeld law makes
the husband of a daughter, sister, or mother eligible to receive and liable to
pay compensation, and husbands of daughters and sisters figure prominently
among vengeance takers and leaders of legal actions in the sagas.26 The
obligations of affines in England are not as clear, but kinship terminology
suggests that a sister's husband, and the parents-in-law, at least, were
considered kin.27
In addition to the obligations of blood and affinity were the various types
of fictive or quasi-kinship, such as fostering, blood-brotherhood, and
sponsorial kinship. Fostering another's child was such a common practice in
Iceland that sagas considered it noteworthy to record that a child 'grew up at
home.'28 The sagas consistently portray the bonds created by fostering as
running as deep as, if not deeper than blood, and the laws are in accord.29
Foster parents often love their foster children more than their own, and
foster children figure frequently as avengers of their foster parents.30 The

25. The mercantile diction reflects the language and sensibility of the early English and
Icelandiclaws, not my own views on the matter.The Icelandiclaws providethat in order
for childrento be capable of inheriting,they must be born of a motherwho was 'bought'
with requisitebrideprice-mundi keypt. 1 Gragais,supranote 2, ? 118;2 Gragas,? 58. A
wedding ceremony went by the name brzOkaup, literally 'bride-purchase.'The early
English laws use the phrase 'to buy a woman or wife' to mean 'to marry.' See
Attenborough,Laws of the EarliestEnglish Kings,supranote 23, Ine c. 31 ('Gif mon wif
gebyccge...'). See also ibid., AEthelberhtc. 77.
26. E.g., the vengeance Kari takes on behalf of Njal and his sons in Njal, supranote 6, chs.
146-47; the supportVermundgives to l6rarin in Eyrbyggia,supranote 1, ch. 19; the aid
both Grettirand Atli receivefrom GamliI'6rhallsson,Grettissaga Asmundarsonar,chs.
42-43, 48, in 7 Islenzkfornrit, Gucni J6nsson, ed. (Reykjavik, 1936) [hereinaftercited
as Grettir]; English translation: Grettir's Saga, trans. by D. Fox and H. Palsson
(Toronto, 1974). See also Hoensa-korissaga, chs. 12-14, in 3 Islenzkfornrit, Gu6ni
J6nsson and Sigur6ur Nordal, eds. (Reykjavik, 1938) where distant affines figure
prominentlyin prosecutingthe killing case and in vengeance-taking.
27. See Lancaster,'Kinshipin Anglo-Saxon Society,' supra note 14, 247-48.
28. E.g., Laxdela, supra note 21, ch. 27; and also Gislasaga Suirssonar,ch. 2, in 6Islenzk
fornrit, Bjorn K. o6r6lfsson and Guani J6nsson, eds. (Reykjavik, 1943) describing,
however, events in Norway [hereinaftercited as Gislh];Englishtranslation:The Saga of
Gisli, trans. by G. Johnston (Toronto, 1963).
29. SeeI Gragas,supra note 2, ? 90 and 2 Grigas, ? 293, which provide that a man has a
privilege to kill for sexual assaults on any of six women: his wife, daughter, mother,
sister, foster-daughter,and foster-mother.
30. E.g., Njil, supra note 6, chs. 42, 45, 92, 132; Egilssaga Skalla-Grimssonar,ch. 40, in 2
Islenzk fornrit, Sigur6ur Nordal, ed. (Reykjavik, 1933) [hereinaftercited as Egil];
Englishtranslation:Egil'sSaga, trans. by H. Pilsson and P. Edwards(Harmondsworth,
1976).
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English engaged in the same practice;31 King iEthelstan of England, in fact,
fostered the future king of Norway, Hakon the Good.
The obligations established by the fostering relationship become cloudier
outside the immediate tie between fosterer and fostered. For one thing, it is
not at all clear that the foster-son of ego's father was ego's foster-brother,32
nor was it at all clear exactly what obligations bound the fosterer's kin to the
kin of the foster child or vice-versa. To be sure, there had to be some
obligation or much of the incentive for fostering would disappear. One saga
episode shows that rights and duties were explicitly bargained for and made
the subject of a formal agreement. Io6r offers to make over his property to
Hoskuld, foster his child, and make the child his heir in return for protection
from borO's ex-wife's kin. Here it appears that fostering is just another
decrease in I6rd's net worth and increase in Hoskuld's.33 Other fosterings
are undertaken to improve relations between kin groups, the fosterer in each
case being the party who is humbling himself before the other.34
Blood-brotherhood, on the other hand, was an affair of equals, involving
a compact in which the participants took an oath that the survivor should
avenge the death of the other.35 It was not unknown for brothers to enter

31. Lancaster,'Kinshipin Anglo-Saxon Society,' supra note 14, 239.
32. The Old IcelandicwordfostbrbOirappliesto two types of relations:first, wheretwo male
childrenare raisedtogether because one of them is beingfosteredby the other'sparents,
and second, where two men swear to avenge each other. See infra note 35. It does not
appear that an adult son of the fostererwas consideredthe foster-brotherof his father's
foster-son. For example, in Njal, the Njalssonsare nowherereferredto as foster-brothers
of Njal's foster-son, Hoskuld. See Miller, 'JustifyingSkarphe6inn,'supra note 21, 319.
33. Laxdaela,supra note 21, ch. 16;this type of transactionwas known in the laws as arfsal,
literally 'inheritancetransfer,'and it looked very much like a commendation of sorts.
Io6roapparentlydoes not lose his free status, but he clearly has bound himselffor life as
Hoskuld'sclient. Elsewhere,the sagas preservesimilaraccounts of grants of inheritance
in consideraton of future support. E.g., Eyrbyggja,supra note 1, ch. 31; Vapnfiroinga
saga, ch. 7, in 11 Islenzkfornrit, J6n J6hannesson, ed. (Reykjavik, 1950) [hereinafter
cited as Vapnfiroinga];Englishtranslation:The Weaponfirthers'Sagain Four Icelandic
Sagas, trans. by Gwyn Jones (Princeton, 1935). See also 1 Grigas, supranote 2, ? 127;2
Gragas,? 67.
34. See, e.g., Laxdela, supra note 21, ch. 27 where Olaf wishes to patch up the rift between
his half-brotherIorleik and himself by offeringto fosterIorleik's son because 'it is said,
always is the lesser man foster-fatherto the other's son.' See also Snorri Sturluson,
Haraldssaga ins harfagra,chs. 38-40, in 1 Heimskringla94, in 26 Islenzkfornrit,Bjarni
Adalbjarnarson,ed. (Reykjavik, 1941); English translation:Heimskringla,trans. by L.
M. Hollander(Austin, 1964) 92-93.
35. In Old Icelandica blood-brothercould be calledfbstbrboir(see supra note 32) and also,
variously, 'sworn-brother'-svaribrboir-or 'oath-brother'-ei0brboir, the latter names
clearlydistinguishingthe relationshipfrom fostering. The partiesconfirmedthe oaths of
reciprocal vengeance by passing under raised strips of turf where they mingled their
blood with the earth. Descriptionsof the ceremonyare found in Gisli,supranote 28, ch.
6; Fbstbroeorasaga, ch. 2, in 6 islenzkfornrit, supra note 28; English translation: The
Sworn Brothers,trans. by L.M. Hollander(Princeton, 1949).
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into these pacts, apparently indicating thereby that the more ties that bound
one another the better.36
Sponsorial kinship did not appear to bind kin groups in England or
Iceland in any special way.37 One saga, however, tells of Helgi Droplaugarson refusing to defend himself against Ozur because Ozur had sprinkled him
with water.38 The sprinkling is not baptism. The events in the saga predate
the Icelandic conversion to Christianity in 1000 A.D. The pagan ceremony
symbolized the infant's acceptance into the family and indicated it would not
be exposed. But the saga dates from the thirteenth century, and it may well
be recording contemporary attitudes towards spiritual kin. Ozur, it should
be noted, hesitated a few moments before spearing Helgi.
In England, however, a victorious King Alfred secured a promise from
Guthrum, the defeated Viking leader, to receive baptism and leave his
kingdom.39 Alfred stood sponsor to Guthrum as his god-father, entertained
him and the thirty best men of his army for twelve days, and gave them great
gifts when they parted. Guthrum left Wessex and in a year had occupied and
shared out East Anglia to his followers; but he kept peace thereafter with
Alfred. The incident suggests that Alfred felt the spiritual bond between him
and Guthrum would help secure the peace.40 To Guthrum's mind the
shattered state of his own army, the proven military genius of Alfred, even
the feast and gifts, not to mention East Anglia, may have seemed a greater
security.
The duties imposed by kinship, whether blood, affinal, fictive, or
sponsorial, did not constitute a closed and altogether consistent system of
obligation. The system was greatly impinged upon and influenced by
residence patterns. In Iceland the basic residence unit was the household
farm. Residence tended to be virilocal;41 that is, sons remained in the
36. See Gisli, supra note 28, ch. 6.
37. See Lancaster,'Kinshipin Anglo-Saxon Society,' supra note 14, 239.
38. Droplaugarsonasaga, ch. 10, in 11 Islenzkfornrit, J6n J6hannesson, ed. (Reykjavik,
1950) [hereinaftercited as Droplaug]; English translation: DroplaugarsonaSaga in
ThreeIcelandicSagas, trans. by MargaretSchlauch (Princeton, 1950).
39. Two of the Saxon Chronicles Parallel, 2 vols., Charles Plummer, ed. (Oxford,
1892-1899) i, 76, anno 878 A.D.
40. Alfred may have thought that Guthrum's baptism would give Guthrum a surety
acceptable to Alfred to whom Guthrum could swear his oaths-namely God. The
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, ibid., notes that Guthrum'spromise to accept baptism was
secured with hostages and great oaths. There is no mention of Alfred having retained
hostages after Guthrum accepted baptism. And a later treaty between them was
confirmed with oaths 'for themselvesand their followers, both living and unborn, who
seek God's mercy and ours.' Attenborough, Laws of the EarliestEnglish Kings, supra
note 23, Alfred and Guthrum,preamble.
41. Victor Turner, 'An Anthropological Approach to the Icelandic Sagas,' in Thomas O.
Beidelman,ed., The Translationof Culture:Essays to E.E. Evans-Pritchard(London,
1971) 349-74 at 364. Turnermakesa case for the excellenceof the sagasas resourcesfor
historicalanthropologicalstudy. His discussion of Njal as an 'anthropologicalparadise'
is, unfortunately,marredby occasional errors of detail.
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paternal home, their wives joining them after marriage, and in turn,
daughters went to live amongst their husbands' kin.42 Daughters did not
arrive without company, however.43 It was thus possible for a household to
include affines as well as collaterals. Landless freemen and women and the
unfree were required to be attached to a household,44 so any one household
may have had several such freemen and slaves who were not kin to the
bbndi, the head of the household. Some households were substantial
affairs.45 Njal has nearly thirty men in his and Geirmund Hell-Skin eighty.46
These souls could constitute a substantial fighting force, and indeed,
according to the sagas, a vengeance-taking party was as likely to draw on the
non-kin members of the household as on kin who might live at a greater
distance. Likewise, slaves and landless freemen often fell in vengeance
attacks directed against the head of household.47
People who share neighborhoods may feud, but they also form friendships. Gunnar and Njal, because of their strong friendship, settled a
seemingly endless series of killings between the members of their respective
households. And Njal's son helped Gunnar's son avenge Gunnar's death
because of the father's friendship with Gunnar. As usual, abundant
evidence in England is wanting, but there is no reason to doubt that
residency rules and friendship ties cut across kinship obligations there as in
Iceland.48
42. Thereare exceptions. See, e.g., Laxdcela,supra note 21, ch. 43 where Bolli lives with his
wife's kin. See also Gisli, supra note 28, ch. 5; Njal, supra note 6, ch. 90.
43. E.g., Njal, supra note 6, chs. 11, 13, 27. The woman given in marriageas part of a
settlementbetweenfeuding kin groups was probablymore hostage than wife. See supra
note 17. Her kin often took care to provide her with a retinue sufficientto protect her
against the rudertypes of mistreatment.See Beowulf, supra note 17, 11.2032-61.
44. 1 Griags, supra note 2, ? 78; 2 Griags, ? 232.
45. Some were not. 1 Grigas, supra note 2, ? 81; 2 Griags, ? 242, provide that a legal
household exists if a man has land or if he has milk cows. This allowed tenantfarmersto
qualify as heads of households and hence be eligible to sit on a panel of neighbors. 1
Griags, ? 89; 2 Griags, ? 287.
46. Njil, supranote 6, ch. 128; Landnimabbk 155, in 1 Islenzkfornrit,Jakob Benediktsson,
ed. (Reykjavik,1968);Englishtranslation:The Book of Settlements,trans.by H. Pilsson
and P. Edwards(Winnipeg, 1972) 59.
47. E.g., Laxdcela,supranote 21, chs. 48-49; Njal, supranote 6, chs. 126-28; Grettir,supra
note 26, chs. 30, 43. Cf. Black-Michaud,Cohesive Force, supra note 4, 48.
48. Settlement patterns in Anglo-Saxon England and Iceland, however, were distinctly
different. Farmhouses were not contiguous in Iceland as they were in England; there
were no villages or hamlets. Moreover, the English picture changes markedlythrough
the course of the Anglo-Saxon period, free peasant holdings giving way more and more
to manorial organization. See generally H.R. Loyn, Anglo-Saxon England and the
Norman Conquest (London, 1962) 156-70, 195-98. See also Charles-Edwards,
'Kinship, Status and the Origin of the Hide,' supra note 14, 3-15. A fair inference,
assuming the Anglo-Saxon kin group did not extend much beyond the fourth degree
coupled with the existence of villages, would be that ties of neighborhoodand friendship
played a major role in group recruitmentfor the bloodfeud.
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Further complicating matters were the bonds of dependence between lord
and retainer in England and chieftain and follower in Iceland. The lordretainer relation, like the kinship bond, brought with it the obligation either
to avenge the death of the other or to receive or pay compensation on the
other's behalf. Thus Beowulf avenged his lord on the would-be pillager of
his lord's corpse, while Hrothgar, the Danish king, paid Beowulf the
wergeld of the retainer Beowulf lost to Grendel's ravenous appetite.49
According to Tacitus, a retainer also had the duty not to survive his lord in
battle, at least not by very much.50 An early eleventh century Anglo-Saxon
poem records the heroic sentiments of the followers of ealdorman Byrhtnoth,
who chose to die beside their lord rather than leave the field where he lay.5'
Bede tells of the selfless Lilla, retainer of King Edwin of Northumbria, who
saved his lord from an assassin's sword by making a shield of his own
body.52 This duty, however, may have been more the stuff of literature than
of life or law.53 Even in literature it is invoked more to chastise and humiliate
those whose discretion got the better part of their valor, than to honor those
who fell with their lord.54
Kin loyalty and loyalty to one's lord could conflict. Kings, being lords to
more men than they were kin to, legislated, as would be expected, the
precedence of the bond to one's lord. Thus, Alfred declared a man will not
incur the feud if he fights on behalf of his lord when his lord is attacked; he
can still fight on behalf of his kin 'buton wia his hlaforde: baet we ne

The Icelandic word for friendship-vinitta-also has a quasi-juridicalsignificance,
indicating an agreement between the friends to take counsel together and not to act
inconsistentlywith the interestsof the other. For furtherdiscussionsee Miller,'Justifying
Skarphe0inn,'supra note 21, 339-41 and Jesse L. Byock, Feud in the Icelandic Saga
(Berkeley, 1982) 42, 95.
49. Beowulf, supra note 17, 11.2501-08, 1053-55.
50. Tacitus, De Origineet Situ Germanorum,J.G.C. Anderson,ed. (Oxford, 1938) ch. 14.
51. See The Battle of Maldon, E.V. Gordon, ed. (London, 1937) 11.202-325.
52. Bede, Ecclesiastical History of the English People, Bertram Colgrave and R.A.B.
Mynors, eds. (Oxford, 1969) ii.9.
53. This point has recently been made in R. Woolf, 'The Ideal of Men Dying with Their
Lord in the Germaniaand in The Battle of Maldon,'Anglo-Saxon England V (1976)
63-81. Ms. Woolf's thesis is that the ideal is peculiarto the sources mentioned in her
title. A retainer'sduty was to avengehis lord, not to acquiescein a suicide-likedeath once
his lord was killed. Cnut hoped to make life mirrorart by legislatingon the subject(c.
1020). The heriot was excused for the man who fell before his lord in battleand his heirs
were confirmedto his succession. Robertson, Laws of the Kings of England,supranote
2, II Canutec.78. The enactmentwas less an inducementto be a hero than to be an heir,
so Cnut also legislatedseverepenaltiesfor the man who fled from his lord in battle-he
forfeitedall his possessions, his life, and his heirs lost all rightsof succession.Ibid. c.77.
54. See, e.g., The Battle of Maldon, supra note 51,11. 231-53; Beowulf, supra note 17, 11.
2650-56, 2864-91.
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against his lord; that we do not allow.'55 Alfred's legislation
a
instincts were otherwise. Nevertheless, the Anglo-Saxon
man's
suggests
Chronicle records a complicated feud between two factions for the throne of
Wessex in which kinsmen of each lord's retainers are found in both factions.
The retainers on either side chose to be loyal to their lords even though this
meant fighting against some of their kinsmen.56
Those who sought to avoid the conflict of loyalties by being lordless had
their loophole closed by Alfred's grandson AEthelstan, the same who
fostered Hakon of Norway. Now the kinsmen of the lordless man were to
produce him at the folk moot and find him a lord. Should they fail to do so
the lordless man was to be declared an outlaw and to be killed as a thief;
that is, without the killer incurring the feud. If his kin, or anyone else for that
matter, continued to aid him they were liable for a fine in the amount of
their own wergeld.57 The law is especially interesting in its affirmation,
ironically, of kin group corporate liability and in its reliance on the kin
group for enforcement. It is the kin who are to produce the lordless man,
and it is the kin who pay if they assist him.
The situation in Iceland was very different. There was no king, and there
were no lords. Legislative and judicial authority were largely in the hands of
All freemen had to be attached to a
the chieftains (goai/gooar[pl.]).58
chieftain, either directly or through the heads of the households to which
they belonged.59 The attachment had none of the irrevocability of vassalage;
there was no aura of sanctity about the tie, and it was easily dissolved. A
man could transfer his allegiance simply by making a public announcement
liefat '-'except

55. Attenborough, Laws of the EarliestEnglish Kings, supra note 23, Alfred c. 42 ?? 5-6.
This law is designed more to limit the feud than to induce retainerloyalty. The lord's
feuds were to remainaffairs of the lord's kin and followers;they were not to involve his
followers' kinsmen.
56. See Plummer, Saxon Chronicles,supra note 39, i, 46-50, anno 755 A.D.; and Woolf,
'Ideal of Men Dying with their Lord,' supra note 53, 69-70.
57. Attenborough, Laws of the EarliestEnglish Kings, supra note 23, II /Athelstan c.2.
58. When the Althing was founded in 930, thirty-sixchieftaincies(goooro) were recognized.
The constitution was reformedin 965 when the country was divided into four Quarters.
At this time three new chieftaincies were created in the North Quarter. The other
Quarters were brought up to parity with the North c. 1005, making forty-eight
chieftainciesall told. Threechieftainsholding the 'ancient,'that is, pre-965, chieftaincies
presided over each of the three district things in each Quarter. They hallowed the
assembly ground and supervisedthe businessof the thing. All the chieftainssat together
as a Court of Legislatureat the Althing. The holders of the ancient chieftainciesselected
the judges for the courts, both those which met at the districtthings and for the Quarter
courts which met at the Althing. All of the chieftainsselectedjudges for the Fifth court,
which served roughly as court of appeals from the Quartercourts. Chieftaincieswere
transferableand inheritable;they could also be shared. Although the chieftains had
wergeldsno differentfrom the ordinaryfreeman, they in fact constituteda recognizable
aristocraticclass. For furtherdiscussionsee generallyJ6n J6hannesson, A Historyof the
Old Icelandic Commonwealth,trans. by HaraldurBessason (Winnipeg, 1974) 35-82.
59. 1 Grigas, supra note 2, ?? 78, 81, 83; 2 Gragas, ?? 242, 243.
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of his new attachment.60 The obligations owed to a chieftain did not
generally lead to any great conflicts of loyalty with the kin, for if they did,
the conflict could be easily resolved by changing chieftains.
The chieftain as chieftain did, however, figure into the feuding process in
several ways. A feud runs a varied course. In its various phases the parties
involved may be seeking blood, going to law to get outlawry declared,
settling differences by paying compensation, adhering to settlements, or
breaching them and seeking blood or going to law again.61 It was in the less
violent stages of the feud-lawsuits and arbitration-that the chieftains were
usually involved. A chieftain and follower owed each other a duty of mutual
support. In litigious Iceland this invariably meant support at law.62
Chieftains, by virtue of their various judicial responsibilites, were frequently
skilled in law, and it was as legal advisors or lawyers that they were often
recruited into the feuding process.63 A chieftain was a valuable ally. He
controlled the appointment of twelve judges to the panel of thirty-six who
heard cases at the district thing and of one judge of thirty-six in the Quarter
courts at the Althing.64 But a litigant needed more than just a lawyer's skills
and friendly judges to get him through the complex maze of Icelandic
procedure; he needed force. It was the litigant's responsibility to give the law
its teeth, in procedure as well as in executing judgments, once obtained.
Forcible disruption of a case was a very real possibility, and it was a near
certainty if one side was significantly stronger in numbers than the other.65
Plaintiff would bar defendant's access to the court, defendant would scatter
a court if it were apparent that plaintiff's case was without a procedural

60. 1 Gragas,supra note 2, ?? 81, 83; 2 Gragas,? 243.
61. This is a very representativedescriptionof the course of an Icelandicbloodfeud. WallaceHadrill similarly characterizesthe Frankish bloodfeud as 'drift[ing] from blood to
arbitrationand back again, without ever becoming what we would call legally clear.'
Wallace-Hadrill,'Bloodfeudof the Franks,'supranote 8, 142-43. For the view thatfeud
is an interminableprocess characterizedby different phases ranging from peace and
composition to blood, see ibid. 146-47; Black-Michaud,Cohesive Force, supra note 4,
63-85, 109-18; Peters, 'StructuralAspects,' supra note 4, 268. This view of the feud is
also implicit in Andreas Heusler, Das Strafrecht der Islandersagas(Leipzig, 1911)
38-47, where legal action and arbitratedsettlementare consideredno less characteristic
of the Icelandicbloodfeud than blood vengeance.
62. A chieftain who could not help his followers win lawsuits, or simply got out-lawyered,
would lose his followers to more successfulpractitioners.See, e.g., Vapnfiroinga,supra
note 33, ch. I11; Njal, supra note 6, ch. 107.
63. For instance, when the sons as heirs of their chieftainfather divided his property,it was
the son skilled in law who would take the chieftaincy, or at least exercise the office on
behalf of his brothers.See Droplaug, supra note 38, ch. 2; Vatnsdoelasaga, ch. 27, in 8
Islenzkfornrit, Einar 6. Sveinsson, ed. (Reykjavik, 1939); English translation: The
Vatnsdaler'sSaga, trans. by Gwyn Jones (New York, 1944).
64. 1 Gragas,supra note 2, ?? 20, 57.
65. The laws provide for the possibility of disruption by allowing as few as six of the
thirty-sixjudges to reassemblein a safer place to finishjudging. Ibid. ? 41.
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flaw.66 It was to the chieftains that feuding factions turned when mustering
the bodies they needed to ensure they would not get routed in court,67 for
with the chieftain came his followers. Because of their power and prestige,
chieftains were also, frequently selected by the factions to arbitrate
compensation awards outside of court.68 Yet, as important as the chieftains
were to the governance of Iceland, the chieftain-follower bond did not
engage the imagination of the saga writers in the same way as the lordretainer bond engaged the Anglo-Saxon poets'. This is not to say the saga
writers were not fascinated by chieftains. They were, but more as grand
exempla of ordinary men caught up in the process of asserting the rights of
their kin and households by means of bloodfeud.
The web of obligation was a complex affair. The bonds created by blood,
marriage, fictive kinship, neighborhood, friendship, service or attachment to
lord or chieftain could and did conflict. Nor was it just a matter of kin versus
friend, or kin versus lord, etc. Within the kin group itself obligations pulled
in different directions. Could a man, for example, attack the killer of his
great-uncle and his great-uncle's son if the killer also helped avenge that
man's father?69 Could he oppose his sister's husband to aid his wife's
brother?70 The answers were not written in stone. Reasonable people
66. E.g., Hrafnkel, supra note I 1, ch. 4 (English trans., ch. 11). See also Eyrbyggja,supra
note 1, ch. 56; Njal, supra note 6, ch. 145; and Vbou-Brandspattr, ch. 4, in
Ljbsvetningasaga in 10 Islenzkfornrit, Bjorn Sigffisson, ed. (Reykjavik, 1940).
67. In actions in the districtthingsthe supportof the litigant'sown chieftainand his followers
was usuallysufficient.In actions in the Quartercourtsat the Althinglargernumberswere
recruitedand chieftains to whom the litigants were not attached were approachedfor
support. See, e.g., Njal, supranote 6, chs. 119-20. If this broaderbased supportwas not
forthcomingan action was as good as lost. Injusticescould occur. See, e.g., Bandamanna
saga, in 7 Islenzkfornrit,Gu6ni J6nsson, ed. (Reykjavik, 1936);Englishtranslation:The
Saga of the Eight Confederatesin Schlauch, ThreeIcelandicSagas, supra note 38. See
also, e.g., Grettir,supra note 26, ch. 46. But often the failure to get support was the
resultof a processsimilarto a verdictof the neighbors.It was a judgmenton the meritsof
the case. See, e.g., Droplaug, supranote 38, chs. 7-8, where Helgi Droplaugarsoncould
muster no support beyond his close kin because the case was 'unpopular.'Helgi had
killed his step-father.
68. E.g., Eyrbyggia,supra note 1, ch. 10; Njal, supra note 6, ch. 122.
69. See Njal, supra note 6, ch. 129.
70. See Droplaug,supra note 38, ch. 4. This example is especiallydifficult.The laws provide
that a sister's husband (SiHu) is part of ego's wergeld paying and receivinggroup. 1
Gragas,supra note 2, ? 113. A wife's brother(WiBr), however,is not includedin either
group. Yet, from SiHu's viewpoint, it is to his WiBr that he owes a duty, and it would
seem he would expect some mutuality of obligation. The problem could be avoided if
SiHu and WiBr were the same man, as would be the case if a brotherand sister each
marriedinto another brother-sisterset. But these kinds of marriageswere not especially
favored in Iceland. The dilemma in Droplaug shows a chain reactioneffect thus:
Helgi Asbjarnarson=Sister H6olmstein=Aslaug Hrafnkel
Hrafnkel and Helgi were close kin; Hrafnkel asked Helgi for a half-share in the
chieftaincywhich had once belonged to their common paternalancestor. Helgi refused,
so Hrafnkelwent to H6olmstein,his SiHu, for aid. H6olmsteinsaid he, personally,could
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differed as to which claims were stronger. Moreover, the question was rarely
presented in such a way that one could simply count the degrees of kinship
and choose the closer side. It was not always the closer blood tie that carried
the greater duty. A man could be related to the same person in more than
one way; he might be blood-brother to his wife's brother or the foster
brother of his first cousin and so on.7'
How far the web of obligation extended and whether, in fact, there was an
obligation at all were constant sources of confusion and disagreement. A
father was clearly obliged to his son, but did this obligation also extend to
his son's blood-brother? If a man incurred liability for wergeld on account of
his wife's brother, were his own brothers also under some obligation? There
was room for disagreement at the margins of the kinship network as to
whether a duty existed or not. I do not mean to imply that these people were
sloppy in their way of thinking about rights and duties. The most cursory
reading of a saga or Beowulfwould show the contrary. They may be quite
sure they owed no duty to avenge a corpse, as the maternal uncles were in
Maitland's hypothetical case.72 But they may be equally sure they were
bound to the avenger, their sister's son. Can the uncles excuse their duty to
their nephew if the beneficiaries of their action would be the corpse and its
kin? Looking at it from the nephew's viewpoint discloses another problem:
if his maternal uncles kill the killer of his father, can the nephew claim that
he has fulfilled his duty to his father?
There is yet another major problem area: what actions were sufficient to
discharge the obligation once it had been admitted to exist? In Iceland, all
agree that a second cousin, a first cousin, a paternal uncle, and a brother are
in the corpse's kin group. But are they all expected to take blood, or is that
only the very close kinsman's task? Is the first or second cousin merely to
receive his share of the wergeld, or will he be expected to be present at court,
armed, giving support to an outlawry action against the killer? These too,
not surprisingly, were matters about which reasonable people could differ,
although as a general rule most all recognized, and indeed the law
confirmed, that the magnitude of the obligation decreased as the blood
thinned, and so too, the actions necessary to discharge sufficiently the
obligation.73
not help him because he would not go against his SiHu, Helgi Asbjarnarson;he sent
Hrafnkelfor aid to Helgi Droplaugarsonwho remarkedthat Holmstein should regard
his marriageto Hrafnkel'ssister as more important than his obligation to his SiHu.
What we see in H6lmstein'sactions is an admission that there was some reciprocityof
obligation. Holmsteinwill not go againsthis SiHu althoughas Helgi Droplaugarsonsays
in strictlylegal terms his duty is to his WiBr, i.e., to the man whose SiHu he is. The end
of the matterwas that Holmsteinbroke up a fight at the thing betweenthe two factions
and was instrumentalin bringingabout a settlement.
71. E.g., Gisli to Vestein in Gisli, supra note 28, ch. 6; Bolli and Kjartanin Laxdela, supra
note 21, ch. 28.
72. See supra text accompanyingnote 15.
73. In Icelandiclaw, the monetaryliabilityof a kinsmanfor wergelddiminishesas the degree
of kinship from ego increases. See 1 Griags, supra note 2, ? 113. The Englishpicture,
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The issues touched on in this section provide the context for the
discussion that will follow. The specific matter to be dealt with is this: Old
English and Old Icelandic sources preserve evidence of a ceremony whereby
one party could charge another to take vengeance or prosecute a killing case
where the person to be so obliged was reluctant to do so. The person to be
charged might not have been sure that he was obliged to act; he might have
been willing to act but not forcefully enough to satisfy the person charging
him; or, he might have felt himself hopelessly immobilized by conflicting
loyalties.
We will discuss the operative elements of the ceremony, why it obliged
and what obligations it purported to give rise to or to transfer. We will also
discuss the functional role the ceremony played in organizing the vengeancetaking group. In what follows we hope to shed some light on some of the
darker aspects of the English and Icelandic bloodfeud and on some equally
obscure matters of intervivos and posthumous succession.

II. Choosing the Avenger: Bloody Clothing and Disembodied
Heads
We left Vigfis's head in his wife borgera 's hands on her way to visit her
mother's brother, Arnkel. borger6 had tried before to get Arnkel to agree to
take up the case for Vigffis's killing. He had refused, saying it was the duty
of Vigfiis's kinsmen to prosecute the action. But horgerO found Vigffis's kin
only slightly more interested than her own. None of them was willing to lead
an action, although Vermund, a second cousin of Vigffis, promised to give
aid to anyone who would; he also gave borgerd the strange bit of advice
regarding her husband's head. When IorgerO returned to Arnkel, she again
asked for his help; he was annoyed at the request and refused it as before. It
was then that IorgerO pulled out the head from beneath her cloak, held it up
to Arnkel and said: 'Here's the head which wouldn't have refused to
prosecute an action on your behalf, if that were necessary.'74 Arnkel was
greatly upset and angered, but nevertheless immediately set about preparing
the action over Vigffis's death.
At the very least, we may say that there was something compelling about
borgern showing her husband's head to Arnkel. Before the ceremony he was
unwilling and not obliged to act; after it, he acts and apparently was obliged
to do so. This, evidently, was what Vermund thought would happen when
he counseled the course of action. Standing alone, the episode might not
mean much, but it is not without company. I have identified seven other
examples or variants of the ritual in other sagas and two incidents in
Beowulf that remain largely inexplicable unless we assume the existence of
though hazier, is in accord; see Phillpotts, 'Kindredand Clan,' supra note 7, 205-6 and
passim; and MacCormack,'Inheritanceand Wergeld,'supra note 19, 160-63.
74. Eyrbyggja,supra note 1, ch. 27: 'Her er niubat hbfucder eigi myndi undan teljask at
mcla eptir bik, ef ess byrfti vi.'
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an analogous ceremony there. These cases do not offer up their message
easily, and the recalcitrance of the data demands a detailed analysis of
several of the episodes.75 Still, the evidence is sufficient to warrant a strong
working hypothesis that this ceremony was a legal one, operating either to
create duties where they had not before existed, or to compel their
performance where they did.
There remain some troublesome problems in the case of Vigfis's death.
Vigfis was a member of a collateral branch of a strong kin group. He had
kinsmen who were clearly obligated to act on his behalf, and they admitted
it.76 Why then did borgerO have to seek aid from her kinsmen? For one
thing, it seems Vigffis was not well liked; in the saga's words he was 'not easy
to deal with.' The events leading up to his death confirm that view. Troubles
started when Vigfus's nephew was wounded by an overseer of Snorri goai in
an argument over sheep. Vigfis sued Snorri for the injury to his nephew and
75. I have discovered no nonliteraryevidence of the ceremony for Iceland or England.
Analogous rituals,however, have been recordedby anthropologistsin the 20th century.
Although the literary provenance of the ceremony leads to some problems of
interpretation,they are not greaterin degreethan problemsof interpretationpeculiarto
other types of sources. If there is a dangerthat the ceremonymay be purelyan author's
invention, there is the advantagethat the descriptionsare the richerin circumstanceand
social context for being preservedin literarysettings.
There are some thirty so-called Icelandicfamily sagas. Writtenmostly in the second
half of the 13thcentury,they purportto describethe feuds and disputesof the Icelanders
of the 'Saga-Age,' c. 930-1030. The 250-year time lapse between word and deed has
occasioned much debate as to the historicityof the sagas. The earlierview was that they
recordedactualdisputes with little or no fictionalaccretion;the presentview treatsthem
as works of art that may also happen to preservematerialof historicalinterest.Whether
the sagas are historicalor not in the sense this debate means historical,i.e. whetherthe
sagas are accuratechronicles,is largelyirrelevantfor the social historianor anthropologist. The feuding and disputing process the author describeswill, if the writerhas any
intentionof being comprehensibleto his audience,accord with the way things weredone
in his time or an earliertime whose procedureswere still remembered.I considerthe saga
evidenceto reflectmainlythe practiceof the 13thcentury,althoughtherearecases where
the saga writerconsciouslyrecallsan earlierstate of law. See, e.g., Eyrbyggia,supranote
1, ch. 38. On the problem of saga historicity see generally T.M. Andersson, The
Problems of Icelandic Saga Origins (New Haven, 1964) 41-55; Peter Hallberg, The
Icelandic Saga (Lincoln, Neb., 1962) 49-69; S. Nordal, The HistoricalElement in the
Icelandic Family Sagas (Glasgow, 1957). On the historicityof legal mattersin Njal, see
Lonnroth, Njals saga, supra note 21, 241-48; and also see Karl Lehmannand H.S. von
Carolsfeld, Die Njalssage insbesondere in ihren juristischen Bestandtheilen(Berlin,
1883). The best work on the law and the familysagas remainsHeusler'sStrafrecht,supra
note 61.
76. Eyrbyggja,supra note 1, ch. 27. The excuses profferedby Vigfus's kinsmen for not
acting on their duty are interestingin themselves.Of the three kinsmen approachedby
1orgerO,one-a second cousin-excused himselfbecauseof a promisemade to the killer
not to sue him as long as there were others to take up the claim, and two-a second
cousin and a second cousin once removed-saw no reason why the action should fall to
them when there were other kinsmenequally, and in the case of the second cousin once
removed, more closely related to Vigfus than they were. Apparently, the theory of
corporateliabilitythen as now could serveconvenientlyto deny individualaccountability
by locating it vaguely somewhereelse.
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lost. This rankled Vigffis considerably, and so he offered one of his slaves his
freedom if he would kill Snorri. The attempt failed; the slave talked, and on
the same day Snorri and six others killed Vigffis.77
Vigfis's actions were foolhardy and ill-advised. More accurately, they
were not advised at all, and the reticence of his own kin may be owing to his
not having taken counsel with them before acting. There is a distinct sense
conveyed by the saga characters and the saga writer that Vigfis got what he
deserved.78 Even his widow admitted as much by never asking either Arnkel
or Vigffis's kin to take blood vengeance. She scaled her demands to a less
drastic action that she felt she had a better chance of getting. This does not
mean, however, that the fault of the victim excused vengeance-taking. All
this case can be said to show is that it may well be permissible for kinsmen as
distant as second cousins to be influenced by such considerations where a
brother, father, or son could not be. And Vigffis was without able kinsmen
within the third degree.
There was also another factor at work: prudence. Vigffis had directed his
assault against a man-Snorri goOi-who was not only a chieftain but hard
to deal with himself. Lawsuits were often dangerous business and could end
in violence. A losing plaintiff could still resort to blood, as Vigffis's attempt
on Snorri demonstrates. A manslaughter suit against someone as powerful
as Snorri would require recruiting a larger number of supporters than was
likely to be had for a killing which the community would feel was largely
justified. Indeed, when Arnkel took up Vigfis's case he brought action
against the six men who accompanied Snorri but not against Snorri himself.
If prosecuting a killing case was fraught with danger, then taking blood
vengeance was even more so; people who could avoid doing either without
losing face would do so in spite of the existence of a duty in the abstract. A
man's honor was not going to suffer much if he failed to avenge a kinsman
as distant as a second cousin, who was unpopular and got what he deserved.
Arnkel was correct when he first told borgerO that the responsibility to
take action was Vigfis's kin's, not his. The proper plaintiff or prosecutorthe aOili-in a killing case was the victim's heir.79 Neither a wife, nor for
77. Eyrbyggia,supra note 1, chs. 23, 26.
78. Fault was very much a part of the Icelandic legal system. As in Vigfis's case, a
community assessmentof a party'sfault figured prominentlyin what kind of supporta
legal action would get. Court procedurealso allowed issues of fault to arise by way of
counter-claim, or more frequently by putting in issue whether the injured party had
become 'unhallowed'(bhelgi) by his own actions in the incident. A finding of bhelgi
depriveda man and his kin of standing to maintainan action on his behalf. See, e.g., I
Grgais, supra note 2, ?? 86, 90, 113; 2 Griags, ?? 270, 271, 293. See generally 3
Griags, 656, s.v. bheilagr. For the role of accident in bloodfeud, see Black-Michaud,
Cohesive Force, supra note 4, 19-20, 112; Peters, 'StructuralAspects,' supra note 4,
270.
79. 1 Grigas, supra note 2, ?? 94, 118; 2 Gragis, ? 297. The term aaili referredgenerallyto
both the rightfulprosecutorand the chief defendant. The formercould more specifically
be designatedas sakar-aoili,the latteras varnar-aoili.See R. Cleasbyand G. Vigfusson,
An Icelandic-EnglishDictionary, 2d ed., ed. W. Craigie (Oxford, 1957) s.v. aoili.
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that matter, any affinal relatives, could be the husband's heir. Nor did a wife
figure in the payment and receipt of wergeld for her husband's slaying.80
Strictly speaking, then, borgerO had no cause of action. But the laws of the
law books did not purport to set out all the rules which created expectations
and rights and imposed duties.81 IorgerO was still very much in the class of
people who could rightly take some form of hostile action against the killer
and his kin. Those who might desire to take vengeance, or indeed would be
expected to or even obliged to, were invariably more numerous than the
heirs or possible class of heirs.82borgerc, simply, feels wronged and wants
something done that, in her words, 'would make [her] enemies' lot a little
more irksome than before.'83
Arnkel in no way shared her feelings. He took little interest in Vigfis's
death, and he appeared to have no special feeling that he owed it to his niece,
The devolution of the right or duty to be the a6ili in a killing case followed the
inheritancelaw except that no killingcase was allowed to fall to any male undersixteen
or to a woman even though they may have been the heir. But at the time of Vigfis's
death, the law read otherwise;women had not yet been disabled as plaintiffsin killing
cases. The law was changed c. 993, ironicallyenough, because of later developmentsin
the feud we are concerned with here. Arnkel was killed by a group led by Snorri go6i;
Arnkel'sheirs were his sisters, and it fell to them to prosecutethe action. The outcome
was disastrous.Only one attacker receivedany penalty whatsoeverand that was a mild
one: three years banishment. 'Because the killing case of so great a chieftain as Arnkel
had been handled so embarrassinglya new law was enacted disablingwomen and men
younger than sixteen winters from being killing-case-prosecutors(vigsakara6ili).'
Eyrbyggja,supra note 1, ch. 38.

80.

81.

82.
83.

Single women over twenty and widows, however, had the power to settle actions for
injuries to themselves, but they could not accept lesser compensation than the law
providedfor such an injury.If a woman wishedto sue, she had to transferthe action to a
man, since women were unable to take part in legal proceduresat the thing. I Gragas,
supra note 2, ? 94; 2 Gragas,?? 336, 340. Still, the case was hers to transfer.
1 Gragas,supra note 2, ? 113 recognizesonly one woman, the daughterof the killeror
the victim, as a participantin wergeldpaymentand receipt.A conflictingprovisiongives
the compensation in the killing case to the heirs, whethermen or women. Ibid. ? 95; 2
Grigas, ? 324. The wife, who is not an heir, is excluded by both provisions. I Griagas,?
118.
Making the responsibilityfor the killingcase fall to the male heir was more a procedural
and jurisdictional measure than an attempt to limit the extent of the bloodfeud. It
provided a specific person, or at most, a group of brothers, in relation to whom
challengesof judges and panels of neighborscould be made. I Gragas,supra note 2, ??
25, 35. It also saved the defendant in a killing case from multiple outlawry suits at the
hands of different branches of the victim's kin group who might not be relatedto each
other and hence would not consider themselves bound by the other's actions. It is
importantto recognizethat the failureto win a killing case did not precluderecourseto
blood vengeanceand, in most cases, it did not absolve the killeror his kin from liability
for money compensation; I Gragas,? 113. Even a finding that the killing was justified
because the victim was bhelgi (see supra note 78) did not necessarilymean his death
would not be compensated for pursuant to an arbitrated settlement; see Heusler,
Strafrecht,supra note 61, 61-65, 115-23.
E.g., foster-sonsand fathers, blood-brothers,and affines could be avengersof the blood
but were not possible a6ili.
Eyrbyggja,supra note 1, ch. 27.
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if not to Vigfis, to undertake the action. Mere words of the sort borgera
must have used on her first visit to Arnkel in order to convince him to act
were insufficient to motivate him. The presence of the victim's head made an
extraordinary difference. The incident suggests the existence of a formal
ceremony that required certain symbols-as, for instance, the corpse's head
or his bloody clothing-in order to be efficacious. Law is filled with such
symbolic action: the conveyance of land by turf and twig or of a house by
hasp or ring, the spondesne-spondeo of the Roman stipulatio, to name but a
few.84 Any failure in the formal requisites of the ceremony caused the
intended legal consequences to fail too. There could be no conveyance
without livery, no stipulation without the magic words, and no charging
an unwilling party to act on behalf of a corpse unless some part of the corpse
were present.
Important confirmation of both the existence of the ceremony and the
necessity of the victim's real presence is found in Njals saga.85 Gunnar had a
first cousin once removed named Sigmund. He was a poet with a talent for
composing libellous verses. At the instigation of Gunnar's wife, Hallger6,
Sigmund versified on the inability of Njal to grow a beard, referring to him
as 'The Beardless One' and his sons as 'Little Manure Beards.' Not long after
this fine display of wit, Skarphedin Njalsson killed Sigmund, cut off his
head, handed it to one of Hallgerd's shepherds, and told him to take it to her
and ask her whether 'that head had composed the slander about them.' The
shepherd threw the head down as soon as Skarphedin and his brothers left,
since, in the saga's laconic style, 'he hadn't dared to while they were there.'
Skarpheain announced the killing as required by law and returned home.
What follows needs to be quoted in full:
The shepherdreturnedto [the farm];he told HallgerOthe news. 'Skarphedin
gave me Sigmund's head,' he said, 'and told me to bring it to you; but I didn't
dare to, because I didn't know how you'd take it.'
'It was a mistake you didn't,' said HallgerO.'I could then have taken it to
Gunnar,and he would then have had to avenge his kinsmanor be subjectedto
everyone'sdisapproval.'
Later, she went to Gunnar and said to him, 'I want to tell you about the
killing of Sigmund, your kinsman. Skarphe6in killed him, and he wanted to
send me his head.'
'Sigmund should have expected something like that,' said Gunnar,'for bad
plans have bad results;besides, you and SkarpheOinhave often dealt spitefully
with each other.'
Then he walked away. He did nothing to prepare the killing case, and
nothing else either. Hallgera reminded him often that Sigmund had fallen
without compensation. Gunnar ignored her goading.86
The scene is clear in its recognition of the ceremony, the importance of the
head to it, and of the ceremony's power to oblige: 'he would then have had
84. See Pollock and Maitland, Historyof EnglishLaw, supra note 2, ii, 83, 85; R.W. Leage,
Roman Private Law, 3d ed., ed. A.M. Pritchard(New York, 1961) 332-33.
85. Njil, supra note 6, chs. 41, 44-45.
86. Ibid. ch. 45.
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to avenge his kinsman ....' Hallgerd suspects, quite correctly, that she will
need to do more than just inform Gunnar of his kinsman's death to get him
to act. Gunnar had previously warned Sigmund not to get involved in his
wife's troublemaking. But Sigmund had done so in spite of Gunnar's
counsel. Moreover, composing the libellous verses was an act sufficiently
grievous to merit blood vengeance, and the law so recognized.87 As in the
case of Vigfuis, there is here a sense among the victim's kin that he got what
he deserved.
HallgerO needs the head to force Gunnar's reluctant hand. She tries to
make do without it by claiming a sort of constructive possession of it. This is
much of the reason why she announces that Skarpheain had, after all, tried
to send her the head.88 Yet this is as ineffective as her subsequent goadings
turn out to be.
The episode demonstrates rather forcefully that goading and nagging,
mere words, were not by themselves sufficient to motivate someone who did
87. 1 Gragas,supra note 2, ? 238. If a man in any way suggestedanother was effeminateor
took the passiverole in homosexualor bestialcouplingshe could be killedwith impunity.
Callingattentionto Njal'sbeardlessnesswas such an insult,as was the implicationof oral
copulation with farm animals in the epithet for the Njalssons.
88. Corpse mutilation is susceptibleto multiple meanings depending on who does it and
why. When the killer mutilates the corpse, it is usually to humiliate it or its kin.
SkarpheOindecapitatedthe dead Sigmund to returnan insultfor an insult, and perhaps
also to horrify Hallger6. Achilles avenged Patroclus less by killing Hector, than by
mutilatinghis corpse afterwards.Iliad Bks. XXII-XXIV. Likewise,Beowulfdecapitated
Grendel'scorpse to repay him for his ravages of Hrothgar'sretainers.Beowulf, supra
note 17, 11.1577-84.
Exultant victors made trophies of their victims' heads and other members. Beowulf
bore Grendel'shead back to Hrothgaras a 'token of glory.' Beowulf, supra note 17,1.
1654. Jarl Sigurc of Orkneyhad his men tie the heads of the slaughteredScots to their
saddle bows 'to show their victory.' Orkneyingasaga, ch. 5, in 34 Islenzk fornrit,
Finnbogi Gu6mundsson,ed. (Reykjavik, 1965). David carriedGoliath'shead with him
back to Jerusalemas a sign of his feat. I Samuel 17:51-57; cf. I Samuel 18:25-27. No
people are more famous for their head trophiesthan the Jibaro Indianswho lavishgreat
care on the heads of their victims as they skin and shrinkthem. See R. Karsten,'Blood
Revenge and War Among the Jibaro Indians of Eastern Ecuador'in Paul Bohannan,
ed., Law and Warfare(Garden City, NY, 1967) 303-25 at 322-25.
More matterof fact, if not much less hostile, is the role mutilationplays in publishing
or proving a killing. Grettir'scorpse was decapitatedto humiliateit but also to bear the
head to the person who had put a price on it. Grettir,supra note 26, chs. 82-84. The
Salian Franksannouncedtheirkillingseitherby strippingthe corpseand hangingit from
a stake in plain view or by impalingthe head on a stake. See Pactus Legis Salicae, K.A.
Eckhardt,ed. (Gottingen, 1955) ch. XLI, ? 1 .b. A bloody towel was sent by Clotild to
her brotherChildebert,the Frankishking, as proof of her husband'smistreatmentof her,
which Childebertthen avenged. Gregoryof Tours, History of the Franks, trans. by L.
Thorpe (Harmondsworth, 1974)III. 10.
Some corpseswere mutilatedto preventthem from returningas ghosts or to lay to rest
a ghost that had already returned.This appearsto be why GrettirdecapitatedGlam's
corpse and placed the head against its buttocks. Ibid. ch. 35 and cf. ch. 18. A collection
of other examples is available in Inger M. Boberg, Motif Index of Early Icelandic
Literature(Copenhagen, 1966) ?? E431.7, E431.7.1, E446.3.
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not wish to take action. The goading woman is a commonplace in saga
literature long recognized as such by literary critics.89 It is usually women
who remind the men of any slight to the kin group's honor. It is they who
frequently incite violence, and they are generally quite capable of finding the
right combination of exhortation and insult to urge their men to action.90
Yet goading is distinctly less formal than the ceremony we are concerned
with here. At its best, the goad was cuttingly incisive, but it could degenerate
into harping and nagging.91 It could also be ignored, as Hallger3's was by
Gunnar. The hallmark of the ceremonial charge was that it never needed
repetition; it was never ignored for long. The person to whom it was
directed, if not the critics,92 knew the difference between mere goading and
nagging and the striking formalism of the ceremonial charge.
Yet, as we have seen in the case of Vigfuis'shead, a corpse need not be mutilatedby the
enemy. Venerationof the corpse could lead to a dismembermentfar more thoroughthan
that carved by an enemy intent on humiliatingit. The insatiabledemand of the faithful
for relics of saints could lead to a second martyrdomof sorts for the corpse or even
worse. Thus, Umbrian peasants, c. 1000, wanted to kill St. Romuald in order to make
sure they got his precious bones. J. Huizinga, The Waningof the Middle Ages (Garden
City, NY, 1954) 167. The monks of Fossanuova decapitated, boiled, and preservedthe
corpse of St. Thomas Aquinas who had died in their monastery,for fear of losing the
relics. Ibid. In 1231, during the lying in state of St. Elizabethof Hungary,a crowd of
worshippers cut off her hair, nails, and nipples. Ibid. The initial animus toward the
corpse is about all we can say for sure differentiatesrelic worship from trophy display.
Moreover, the faithful were not beyond punishing and humiliatingthe relics of saints
who had been slow to answer their prayers.For a most interestingdiscussionof the 9th
to 11th century ritual of relic humiliation, see P. Geary, 'L'humiliationdes saints,'
Annales, economies-societes-civilisationsXXXIV (1979) 27-42.
89. See generally Rolf Heller, Die LiterarischeDarstellungder Frau in den Islandersagas
(Halle, 1958) 98-122; A. Wolf, Gestaltungskerne und Gestaltungsweisen in der
altgermanischen Heldendichtung (Miinchen, 1965); Einar 0. Sveinsson, Um Njalu
(Reykjavik, 1933) 130-39; R. Thomas, 'Some Exceptional Women in the Sagas,' Saga
Book of the VikingSociety XIII (1952-53) 307-27.
90. Heller, Die LiterarischeDarstellung der Frau, supra note 89, 98, 154, lists fifty-one
occasions in the family sagas where women incite men to take vengeance or perform
some other risky action.
91. See, e.g., Gucruin'srepeatedefforts to get her brothersto kill Kjartanin Laxdcela,supra
note 21, chs. 47-48; and IorgerO Egilsd6ttir'sattempts to get her sons to avenge
Kjartan.Ibid. chs. 52-54.
92. Heller and the other critics (supra note 89) make no special distinction between those
cases where a head or bloody token is used and those where goading or incitement is
unaccompanied by such props. The critics treat all these incidents as literary
commonplaces and discuss them in terms of literaryinfluence. Heller, Die Literarische
Darstellungder Frau, supra note 89, 107; Sveinsson, Um Njalu, supra note 89, 130. No
doubt much in the saga's depiction of women as goaders is a matter of literary
convention. Yet to make it completelyso is to ignore the very real role forced on women
in the bloodfeud. Making no distinction between those cases of incitementin which a
bloody token is used and those in which it is not fails to account for Hallgerc having
made such a distinctionin her remarkto the shepherdabout the importanceof the head.
See supratext accompanyingnote 86. These criticshave all ignored Hallgerd'sstatement
when discussing these scenes. Heller, in fact, does not include it among his fifty-one
cases, apparentlybecause Hallger6'sgoading was ineffective.
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Consider further the following case. Skarpheain Njalsson and his
brothers had killed Hoskuld brainsson, the foster-son of Njal, their
father.93 A killing action was started immediately by H6skuld's paternal
kinsmen. Hildigunn, H6skuld's widow, had a paternal uncle Flosi, a
powerful chieftain, who set out to attend the Althing to support the legal
action raised by H6skuld's kin. Flosi, as Hildigunn's guardian, had been
responsible for negotiating the marriage between Hoskuld and his niece.94
On his way to the Althing, Flosi and his men stopped at Hildigunn's farm to
eat before continuing on. Hildigunn greeted Flosi with hyper-formality and
exaggerated deference intended to make him ill at ease. After some
additional subtle insults, Hildigunn came to the point:
'What action in this case or help am I going to get from you?' she said.
Flosi said, 'I will prosecute your case to the full limits of the law, or enter
into a settlementwhich all good men will agree will honor us in every respect.'
She said, 'H6skuld would have taken blood vengeancefor you if he had to
The distinction is confirmed by the existence of analogous rituals recorded in
nonliterarysourcesand observedby anthropologists.Those ritualsrequiringa corpse or
a bloody token of the victim can be initiated by men as well as women and tend to
compel action ratherthan merelyurge it. Among the northernAlbaniansof this century,
for example, a bottle is filled with the dead man's blood and is watchedby the kinsmen
day and night. As soon as the blood 'boils,' or ferments,they rush out to take vengeance.
If the blood does not ferment,the kinsmenare more inclinedto accept compensationin
lieu of blood. Hasluck, UnwrittenLaws of Albania, supra note 8, 231. Otherexamples
from bloodfeuding cultures of the Mediterraneanand Middle East are assembled in
Black-Michaud, Cohesive Force, supra note 4, 79-80. Among the Frisiansof the early
Middle Ages, the corpse itself was hung in the house of the kinsmen, not to be taken
down until it had been avenged. Bloch, Feudal Society, supra note 8, 126. A similar
ceremonywas apparentlyknown among the biblical Hebrews;see the case of the Levite's
concubine in Judges 19:27-20:11.
Goading, on the other hand, is commonly the provenanceof real women who would
be surprisedto learn that the goading of their Icelandicsisterswas attributableuniquely
to male authors reworkingstereotypesfrom earlierliterarysources. In Greece,Albania,
and Corsica women improvisedfunerarydirgeswhose purposewas to incite the victim's
kin to take vengeance:
These dirgesexpressferociouslybloodthirstysentiments.. .and are repeatedby [the]
womenfolk for years after the event to instill into the male heirs of the deceased,
who may have been infants at the time of the killing, the necessity to bring
vengeancewhen they grow old enough to bear arms.
Black-Michaud,Cohesive Force, supra note 4, 78-79.
93. Njal, supra note 6, chs. 111-16; this case is treated at length in Miller, 'Justifying
SkarpheOinn,'supra note 21, 318-20, 328-42.
94. Flosi was Hildigunn'sfastnandi,literally,the man who gave her in marriage.As such he
bearssome obligation to supportactions on behalf of her husbandand his kinsmen.The
precise extent of that duty is unclear and is at issue here. See also Hcensa-Ioris saga,
supra note 26, chs. 11-12, where the fastnandi, >6or, although obliged to support the
legal action on behalf of his kinswoman's husband's father, does not feel this duty
extends to vengeance-taking.Under certain circumstancesthe fastnandi also incurred
duties of support for children born of the marriage. I Griagas,supra note 2, ? 148; 2
Gragas,? 132.
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prosecutean action on your behalf.'
Flosi answered,'You are not short on cruelty,and it's clear what you want.'
Hildigunnsaid, 'Arn6r Orn6lfssonhad done less harm to your father,l'oro
Freysgoai, but still your brothers, Kolbein and Egil, killed him at the
Skaptafellthing.'95
Hildigunn was clearly unsatisfied with the course of action Flosi intended to
take. He was willing to support Hoskuld's paternal kinsmen vigorously in
their killing case, or he was willing to participate in an honorable settlement.
Although Hildigunn strongly suggests that Flosi was being less than
courageous, neither of Flosi's intended courses of action was necessarily
nonviolent. The successful prosecution of a killing case ends in outlawry for
the defendant. The outlaw was the wolf; he could be killed with impunity by
anyone.96 An outlawry judgment, in effect, recruited the entire community
to the kin's vengeance-taking group and thus was one of the strongest
inducements for people to go to law. Prosecuting a killing case to its
conclusion was less a matter of foregoing revenge than of delaying it and
reclassifying it under a different rubric: an execution of a judgment replaced
a justified execution. Killing cases could also end in arbitrated settlements
providing for the orderly payment of wergeld and variously mitigated
outlawries.97 Indeed, many killing cases were undertaken solely to provide
an opportunity for good men to come forward and pressure the parties into
accepting an arbitrated settlement.98 But settlements could be broken and
often only postponed vengeance.99 People were never completely at ease
with trading their kin's blood for money.'00 Hildigunn, who as widow would
95. Njal, supra note 6, ch. 116.
96. 1 Grigas, supra note 2, ?? 55, 110. An outlaw suffered loss of all status. His property
was confiscated,and any assistancegiven to him was itselfpunishableby outlawry. Even
if the outlaw managedto get away from Icelandhe could still be killed whereverhe was
found. Ibid. ?? 48-49, 55.
97. Ibid. ?? 55, 60. Various forms of mitigation might include passage abroad and a
limitation of outlawry to certain specifieddistricts.
98. Of the 119 lawsuits in the family sagas recorded by Heusler, sixty ended in settlement,
while fifty were taken to conclusion, and nine others were scuttled. Heusler, Strafrecht,
supra note 61, 40.
99. For the view that compensation payments and the settlements based on them were
merely stages in a continuing feuding process and not conclusions of the feud itself, see
supra note 61. Black-Michaudclaims that compensationpaymentsare nevera deterrent
to future hostilities. Rather, becausethey tend to be paid over time in installments,they
serve as mnemonic devices that perpetuatethe memory of the feud. Black-Michaud,
Cohesive Force, supra note 4, 116-18.
100. Saga charactersspeak disparaginglyof those who would carry their kinsmen in their
purse. See, e.g., Grettir,supranote 26, ch. 24; Vipnfilringa, supranote 33, ch. 18. The
Norwegian Gulathing law went so far as to provide that no 'man or woman' could
accept wergeld more than three times 'unless he has taken revenge in the meantime.'
Larson, Earliest Norwegian Laws, supra note 2, 140. In Denmark the party who
accepted compensation ratherthan taking vengeance was entitled to a 'levellingoath'
from his opponent that he, too, would accept compensation if he were in the same
position. P.G. Foote and D.M. Wilson, The VikingAchievement(London, 1970) 428.
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not receive wergeld anyway, had no inducement to settle; she could only be
satisfied by blood.
There is also an indication in this passage that Hildigunn did not feel the
benefit of the killing case ran to her. The case belonged to the heirs, and
since she was childless her husband's heirs were not of her blood. She
wanted something done for her by her blood. This is the clear import of her
question to her uncle: 'What action in this case or help am I going to get
from you?' orgerO, Vigfiis's wife, apparently felt the same way. When she
first heard of her husband's death she went to her uncle, just as Hildigunn
turned to hers, even though neither man was kin to the corpse. There are
other indications in the sagas that the benefit of successful vengeance, legal
action, or settlement ran only to people of the blood of the avenger,
prosecutor, or participants in the settlement. 101The wrongdoer faced a very
real possibility of double recoveries. Farsighted wrongdoers were well
advised to anticipate claims of those who were not of the blood of the victim.
As soon as Hildigunn saw that Flosi was not talking as tough as she
wanted to hear, she tried to goad him to plan a harsher course of action. In
words nearly identical to those borgerO uttered to Arnkel, she hypothesized
Flosi's death and H6skuld's presumed response to it: 'Hoskuld would have
taken blood vengeance for you ... .'02 But when borger0 employed the
same formula, she had her husband's head in hand. Flosi was irritated with
Hildigunn but not moved to action. She continued to taunt him: his
brothers were made of sterner stuff and did not hesitate to avenge a lesser
matter with blood. Flosi, however, like Gunnar, was capable of resisting
verbal incitement and outright appeals. Hildigunn gave up, left the hall and
went to her chest:
She took out the cloak which Flosi had given to Hoskuld and which he was
wearing when he had been killed; she had preservedall his blood in it. She
returnedto the hall with the cloak and quietly went up to Flosi. Flosi had
eaten and the food had been cleared from the table. Hildigunnflung it over
Flosi and the blood clots showered all over him.
Then she said, 'You gave this cloak to Hoskuld, Flosi, and now I am giving
it back to you. He was killed in it. I call God and all good men to witnessthat I
chargeyou by all the powers of your Christand your manhood and braveryto
avengeall the wounds he had on his body when he was killed or else be calleda
nithing, a contemptiblecreature,by all men."03
Flosi, like Arnkel, was upset and enraged, so much so that the author
treated him to three of the 148 similes recorded in the entire corpus of the
Icelandic family sagas: 'his face was now red as blood, now pale as dead
101. See, e.g., the case of Lytingin Njal, supra note 6, chs. 93, 98 and also ch. 106 (claim of
illegitimate son); see also Gunnlaugssaga ormstungu, ch. 13, in 3 Islenzkfornrit,
GuOniJ6nsson and Sigur6ur Nordal, eds. (Reykjavik, 1938) (brothertakes his own
revengebecausehe consideredthe two people his fatherhad alreadykilledin vengeance
to be insufficient).
102. 'Hefnamundi Hoskuldr in, efhann cettieptirbik at mcela.'Njal, supranote 6, ch. 116.
103. Ibid. ch. 116.
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grass, now black as Hell.104 Nevertheless, within thirteen short chapters and
three months he burned Njal and his sons in their house.
This episode shows that blood, or bloody clothing, would serve as well as
the victim's head. The ceremony, it appears, required some real presence of
the corpse that could be readily identified as belonging to that corpse. This is
why a head worked so well, but distinctive clothing of the victim bloodied
with his wounds, or the blood-stained killing weapon, signatured in some
way as the killer's, would also do.'05
The scene provides a convenient departure point to discuss the elements of
the ceremony. Three people are necessary: the corpse, a party who feels
aggrieved at the death of the corpse (grievant), and a party to be charged to
take action, either blood or the prosecution of a killing case, or in one case,
to forbear acting on behalf of the killing party. The grievant may or may not
be related by blood to the victim. In the seven Icelandic examples, the
grievant was the corpse's widow in four cases, as, for example, were
Hildigunn and I orgerO,its mother in three, and a distant affine in the case of
Hallger.'106 Hallgera's nexus with the corpse was probably less that of an
affine than of an accomplice in the action that led to the victim's death. It
was she who had solicited the libellous verses, and, in fact, coined the lethal
epithets. The English materials, which we will analyze in detail later, show
that a retainer could also be the grievant and possibly anyone who
performed the ceremony whether aggrieved or not. The grievant is usually a
woman, but it does not appear that this need be the case as the English
materials and evidence from other cultures suggest. The failure of the
Icelandic evidence to record any instances of males as grievants is consistent
with and probably attributable to the sex-typing of women's roles in the
bloodfeud. Just as they were not appropriate expiators, they were not
appropriate avengers.'07
104. See P. Schach, 'The Use of the Simile in the Old IcelandicFamily Sagas,' Scandinavian
Studies XXIV (1952) 149-65.
105. The killing weapon figures as the bloody token in Olafs saga helga, ch. 123, in 2
Heimskringla211-13, in 27 Islenzkfornrit, Bjarni Aaalbjarnarson,ed. (Reykjavik,
1945); Englishtranslationby Hollander,supra note 34, 393; Beowulf,supranote 17, 11.
1142-45. See infra Appendix no. 8 and cf. Appendix nos. 9, 10.
106. See Appendix under appropriateheadings.
107. There were, of course, exceptions. The women who actuallytake blood vengeancewith
their own hands are considereddistinctlydeviant.Thus Grendel'smother,who avenged
her son, is literallya monsterwoman (ides aglacwif). Beowulf,supranote 17,11.1259ff.
In Laxdaela,supra note 21, ch. 35, both saga charactersand writerjoin in mocking
Breeches-Au0 as a cross-dresser;she avenged her divorce by wounding her former
husband. In 20th centuryAlbania, a woman was allowed to take an active part in the
bloodfeud only if there were no close male kinsmen available. If she chose to take
vengeance,she was obliged to become a sworn virginand wearmale dress.Once having
assumed the role, she was not allowed to forsake it, and she was henceforthtreatedas a
man for purposes of the feud, i.e., she could kill and be killed legitimately. See I.
Whitaker, ' "A Sack for Carrying Things": The Traditional Role of Women in
Northern Albanian Society,' Anthropological QuarterlyLIV (1981) 146-56 at 151.
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Like the grievant, the person to be charged may or may not be kin to the
corpse. Arnkel and Flosi were related to the grievant, not to the corpse, but
in all the other Icelandic cases and in one of the two English cases the person
to be charged was a member of the corpse's kin. 08The class of people who
could be charged, then, did not appear to include the whole world;
apparently, there had to be some bond to either corpse or grievant. To
understand why a bond was necessary we need to take a closer look at the
operative elements in the ceremony.
The sanction for failure to carry out the charge is the shame and ostracism
of being hvers manns nkiingr, 'called a nithing by all men.'09 About this
Hildigunn is emphatically clear. Nithing was a status term, very similar to
outlaw, but carrying an even greater opprobrium with it. 10A person could
be outlawed as a killer and yet not be a nithing. The nithing was the lowest
of the low; he was the violator of a trust, a truce-breaker,"' the betrayer of
friend, kin, or guest, the murderer, and more. Conviction of certain crimes
carried nithing status with it automatically;"2 in other cases it appears that
naming someone a nithing was itself a solemn juridical ceremony."3 The
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle relates how Earl Swein Godwinesson, through
deceit and treachery, slew his cousin Earl Beorn.14 King Edward and the
whole army convened and declared Swein to be a nithing. The effect of the
designation was immediate: six of Swein's eight ships deserted him, and
Swein was forced to flee across the channel to Flanders.
For the ceremony to achieve the desired results, the person charged had to
think it quite possible that not carrying out the charge would be looked
Gisli, supra note 28, chs. 34-37, offers another viewpoint. Gisli'swife, also named
Auo, fought well on her husband'sbehalf during his last stand and was considereda
paragon of wifely virtue. Gisli's sister, o6rdis,tried to avenge her brotherby stabbing
his killer, Eyj6lf. The saga writermakes no explicitjudgmentabout the proprietyof the
action, unless his judgment be found in her failure to kill Eyj6lf.
108. See Appendix under appropriateheading.
109. The phrase hvers manns nioingr figures directly in three of the Icelandic examples.
(Appendix nos. 2,5,8). It is also strongly suggestedby Hallgera'shvers manns ameli.
(Appendix no. 3) The phraseis not explicitlymentionedin the otherexamplesalthough
it is impliedand, as I suppose, silentlysuppliedby the partiesanyway. The sanction is
invoked both in cases where the corpse and person to be chargedwere kin (Appendix
nos. 5,8) and where they were not related(Appendix no. 2).
110. See generallyFoote and Wilson, VikingAchievement,supranote 100, 426. See also F.
Strom, Nki, Ergi, and Old Norse Moral Attitudes (London, 1974).
111. A truce breaker was brandeda grioniOingr.2 Gragas,supra note 2, ?? 284-86. See
also Njil, supra note 6, ch. 68 and Grettir,supra note 26, ch. 72, which preservesthe
anathema describingthe lot that awaits the griOnioingr.
112. In the medievalNorwegianGulathingand Frostathinglaws, an outlaw forfeitedall his
moveablesbut not his land; land, however,was forfeitedfor nithingcrimes,which both
the Gulathingand Frostathinglaws specificallyenumerate.Larson, EarliestNorwegian
Laws, supra note 2, 137, 256-57; see also ibid. 198-99.
113. See Sir Frank Stenton, Anglo-Saxon England, 3d ed. (Oxford, 1971) 430.
114. See Plummer, Saxon Chronicles,supra note 39, 171, anno 1049.
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upon by the community, 'all men,' as a nithing's deed. By issuing the charge,
the grievant has already made it known that she thinks it would be a
nithing's work not to carry it out, and she has strongly implied that it has
been a nithing's work not to have done so already. Indeed, the sanction's
force may be borne as much by the present insult of the grievant's public
insinuation as by the fear that people in the future will concur with it.115 To
the person charged, the issue is whether the community will be more
sympathetic to the grievant or to him should he fail to act. Here, then, can
be found the explanation for why the class of people to be charged does not
realistically include the whole world. If the ceremony is to work, that is, if
the sanction is to be sufficiently feared to compel performance of the charge,
there must be some bond either with grievant or victim to which the
obligation created by the charge can attach. If Hildigunn or Iorgera had
approached a person with no ties either to her or her husband, few if any
would call that person a nithing for not acting as the grievant wished.
The nithing sanction required a pre-existing bond with either corpse or
grievant to work, but the theory underlying the charging ceremony itself
recognized only the bond between the corpse and the person to be charged.
The charge never invokes the relationship between the grievant and the
person whose aid she seeks. In the ceremony itself the grievant does not say
'avenge my wrong,' but, 'avenge all the wounds he had on his body.' More
exactly, it is the corpse itself that is understood to do the talking, with the
grievant acting merely as a vehicle to convey the corpse's words. In
Laxdoela saga Guaruin shows her young sons the bloodstained clothes of
their father, saying 'these same clothes which you see here charge you to
avenge your father. ' 16Hamlet's ghost must utter his own charge. And in the
first recorded example of a corpse trying to recruit an avenger it is Abel's
blood that cries out from the ground. "7 There would be no urgent reason to
115. The perceptionof a presentpublic insult betteraccounts for the immediateviolent rage
and discomfort of the person to be charged than assuming the rage to be a literary
convention. See infra Appendix nos. 1,2,6,7,8. With one exception these ceremonies
took place before witnesses. Interestinglyenough, in the unwitnessedcase the person to
be charged showed no emotion at the sight of the bloody token. See Appendix no. 4.
Publicitywas crucialto the validityof legal ceremoniesin Icelandiclaw. See generally3
Griags, supra note 2, 643 s.v. ljsa.
Our point is confirmed by an analogous Corsican ritual. A man slow to avenge the
death of his kinsmanfaced having the funeraldirges that the women had composed for
the dead kinsman (see supra note 92) sung to him by men. When this happenedit was
said that the singer had dato il rimbecco-'levelled an insult'-at the man intended to
hear the song.
The opprobrium suffered by a man who did not take vengeance after such a
powerfulprovocationwas at one period in Corsicanhistorygenerallyregardedas
so unendurablethat a jury would acquit any man chargedwith murderif it could
be proved that he had been the object of a rimbecco.
Black-Michaud, Cohesive Force, supra note 4, 79.
116. Laxdela, supra note 21, ch. 60.
117. Genesis4:10. See also the examples cited from Albania, Frisia,and Judges, supra note
92, where it is the corpse or blood that does the charging.
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use the head or bloody clothing unless it were understood to be the corpse
that was asking for aid. This is all, to be sure, a fiction. The real party of
interest is as much the grievant as the corpse. But although Hildigunn can
ask Flosi what she herself can expect to get from him, this is before she has
retrieved the bloody token. Once embarked on the ritual she ceases to be
self-referential.
When there is no bond between corpse and would-be avenger the
ceremony sets about creating one. It seems especially significant that in both
cases in which the victim and person to be charged are not related, the
grievant hypothesizes a reversal of roles between the person to be charged
and the victim. Both torgerd and Hildigunn declare that the victim would
have taken the requested action on behalf of the person to be charged were
he in the other's position."8 The same declaration does not occur in any of
the examples where the person to be charged is kin to the victim. The effect
of the statement is to postulate a hypothetical reciprocity of obligation
nearly identical to the oath taken by blood-brothers: viz., that the survivor
of them would avenge the death of the other. Although this is not a
posthumously celebrated blood-brotherhood ceremony, the ritual certainly
evokes that ceremony.
If the bloody-token ceremony has resemblances to obligation-creating
rituals, like blood-brotherhood, it also has them with obligation-transferring
ceremonies. Some of the rationale underlying the charge can be found in the
law of succession, half interred between intervivos transfer and succession
after death. Griags provided that the aili could transfer either the
prosecution or defense of his case.19 The transaction did not accomplish a
complete succession of the tranferee to the rights and duties of the
transferor. The process was less an assignment, as we would understand it,
than the engagement of an attorney or agent. The transferee, for example,
could not himself transfer the action except back to the original transferor,
unless he fell ill or was wounded while on the way to the Althing. If the
transferee died the case reverted to the transferor. The transferee was liable
for a lesser outlawry of three years duration at the suit of the transferor if he
willfully failed to pursue the action. Judges and members of the panel of
neighbors were stricken for relation to the transferor and not to the
transferee.'20 And the benefits or liabilities of the suit accrued to the aoili
(transferor). Griags records the transfer procedure in detail as does Njals
saga where the description caught the eye of Oliver Wendell Holmes.'21 The
118. See supranotes74 and 102.
119. See supranote 79. See also I Gragas,supranote 2, ? 77.
120. 2 Griags,supranote 2, ? 307; 1 Grigas,?? 35, 75, 77.
121. Njal,supranote 6, ch. 135and 2 Grigas,supranote 2, ? 307; O.W. Holmes,The
CommonLaw, M. Howe, ed. (Cambridge,Mass.,1973)279-80. Holmesuses the
episodein Njal to illustratehis theorythat intervivossuccessionwas patternedon
successionafter death. In his view, the transfereetakes as a fictionalheir of the
as he acceptsthe suit:'thou
transferor.In supporthe citesthe wordsof the transferee
handestoverto methissuitto pleadandto settle...asthoughI weretherightfulnextof
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transferor and transferee are to take each other's hand, name witnesses to
witness that the former gives to the latter the case to prosecute or settle just
as if the transferee were the rightful aOili. The handclasping betokens the
transfer and gives the transferred suit its name: handseld sbk, literally, a
hand-given suit.
The corpse, it appears, could be called on to play the part of the transferor
of a killing action. The Icelandic corpse had an especially active legal
existence. The laws provided for the survival of its legal person for purposes
of holding it liable. A dead man could be summoned and prosecuted for acts
he committed while living which may have put him outside the law.'22 He
could even be declared the killer in an attack in which someone else had
done the actual killing. If the dead man were summoned properly and
named the killer in accordance with certain definite procedures the
declaration could not be traversed:
'How could it happen that Gunnarannounced Kol [the dead man] as the
killer of Hjort when it was the Norwegian who killed him?' said M6or.
'That was lawful.' said Njal, 'becauseGunnarchose him as the killerbefore
witnesses. '23

In both cases in which the person to be charged was not kin to the corpse,
we noted that there was a statement by the grievant that the victim would
have taken action on behalf of the other had their positions been reversed. In
each case the Icelandic employs the idiom mcela eptir Pik, literally, 'to
prosecute the killing case for you.' The grievant is claiming, in effect, that the
victim would have agreed to accept the transfer of the killing case for the
death of the person to be charged, hence, he should accept the transfer of the
victim's case. The idiom indicates that the grievant understands the
ceremony as a transfer by the corpse of an action it still possesses to the
person to be charged.124 In reality the case belongs to the victim's heir, but
kin.' Unfortunately'next of kin' is a mistranslationof acili-i.e. prosecutor or chief
defendant. The error is easy to account for since the aOiliincurredhis designationin a
killing case because he was the victim's heir. But aoili itself has no etymological
connection with kinship or heirship. See Cleasby-Vigfusson, Icelandic-English
Dictionary, supra note 79, s.v. aoili. The mistranslationcosts Holmes a fine example,
but his general argument survives without it. Moreover, it suggests that we are not
being too fanciful in finding some of the force of the bloody-token ceremony to lie in
the notion of a transferof a suit from a dead man to a living one.
122. 1 Grigas, supra note 2, ?? 87, 90, 107; 2 Grigis, ?? 280, 335; see also Heusler,
Strafrecht,supra note 61, 114-23.
123. Njil, supra note 6, ch. 66; see also 1 Griags, supra note 2, ? 87. The passage shows
that the procedure'swondrous elevation of form over substanceeven baffledIcelandic
lawyers like Mord. See also Viga-Gliumssaga, chs. 9, 22, in 9 Islenzkfornrit, J6nas
Kristjansson,ed. (Reykjavik, 1956); English translation: Viga-GliumsSaga, trans. by
L.M. Hollander(New York, 1972); Heusler, Strafrecht,supra note 61, 108-9.
124. The killing of a person was thought of as more an injuryto his kin than to him as an
individual.Thus, the kin receivescompensationfor its member'sdeath, not the victim's
estate. But thereexists a competing notion that the individualhad an injurypersonalto
himself. We must distinguishbetween the corporate liability underlyingthe feud and
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the ceremony ignores that, just as it lets the mere presence of the corpse or
blood suffice for the handclasp.
All of this should not be pushed too far. If we have identified resonances
to obligation-creating ceremonies, like blood-brotherhood, or obligationtransferring ones, like handselling a case, they are there because the real
parties of interest, the grievants, put them there. It is the grievants to whom
we ultimately owe the forms of the ceremony. They wished to compel others
to take action who often had no duty to act. To achieve that end it should
not be surprising that women like Hildigunn and IorgerO borrowed
elements from well known ceremonies that also obliged others to take
action.
The same resonances are not superfluous where the party to be obliged is
kin to the corpse. Kinsmen transferred suits to each other, and they entered
into vengeance-taking compacts with each other.'25 In these cases the
ceremony can be understood to be creating additional obligations or
reaffirming prior relationships. It is in these cases that we can discern more
clearly the range of functions the bloody-token ceremony serves in the
bloodfeud.
At times the ceremony served merely to determine when vengeance
should be taken. When Guruin's husband Bolli was killed there were no
eligible avengers in either his or her kin group. Bolli was survived, however,
by a four year old son and left Guarun pregnant with another boy. Guuruin
bided her time for twelve years and then treated her boys to a display of their
father's bloody clothing. 26The boys did not deny their duty, although they
excused their prior inaction with their youth. Guruin's charge is to remind
them that they are now of an age when people 'will speak poorly of [them] if
[they] don't raise [their] hand.' Within a week, the twelve year old killed his
father's killer. The ceremony here is a mnemonic but no less effective for
that.127

The power of the ceremony to choose an avenger gave the grievant an
important role in organizing the vengeance-taking group. The bilateral kin
group, as we noted, was not a permanently organized unit. It had to be
those discreteincidentswithin the feud, such as an assault or a wounding, which were
dealt with by the legal system as injuriespersonalto the injuredparty. Griags provided
for the survivalof legal actions arisingfrom such incidentswhich then descendedto the
heir as aOili.See 1 Gragis, ?? 75, 77. This is also the implication of 2 Gragias,? 283,
where the aoili in the killing case can make a separate case out of the attack that
precededthe killing. He could merge them or not at his election.
125. See, e.g., Hrafnkel, supra note 11, ch. 3 (English translation,ch. 7); Gisli, supra note
28, ch. 6.
126. Laxdela, supra note 21, ch. 60.
127. Similarly, see the Frisian ritual discussed supra note 92. See also Black-Michaud,
Cohesive Force, supra note 4, 79-80. The Albanian ritual in which a bottle of the
victim'sblood is watched to see when it fermentsis used to determinewhen vengeance
will be taken or if it will be taken at all. See supra note 92. The oracularquality of this
ritualdifferentiatesit from the Icelandicone where the grievantdecides, not the blood.
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assembled,ad hoc accordingto Maitland, once a killing had taken place.128
The vengeance-takinggroup often could be virtually self-organizing,as
when the victim had close male kinsmen living with him in the same
household unit. The household supplied a more permanently organized
group than the kin group and could provide the core around which nonhousehold kin were recruited. But where the victim had no close male
kinsmen in his household-no brothers, father, sons, or uncles-a real
problem of organization existed. Consider Vigfis again, whose meager
household is thus described. His kin lived elsewhere,and when his widow
Iorger0 sought them out, each excused his performance because other
kinsmen of Vigfis were equally or more obliged. The kin group, we see, did
not just organizeitself ad hoc. Hildigunn'shusband, too, was without male
kinsmen in his household. So it is that both borger0 and Hildigunnwent to
the strongest member of their own kin groups and chose him to lead the
vengeance-taking.Arnkel and Flosi were powerfulchieftainsand had large
households. Once they had been obliged, with them came their household
organizations.
Even when the victim was survivedby brothersable and willing to take
vengeance, the grievant could select the one most likely to succeed in the
endeavor as the one to bear primaryresponsibility.Thus Hr6ony propped
up the open-eyed corpse of her dead son H6skuld, Njal's illegitimateson,
and charged the formidable Skarphe6in to avenge his half-brother'even
though he was illegitimate."29Skarphe6inhad two very capableand willing
brothersequally obliged to the corpse, and Hr6onnyhad an able brotherof
her own, but she made her choice.
Grievantswould resort to the ritual in order to clarify the prioritiesof
existing duties when they were in conflict. The same Hr6ony had a brother
Ingjaldwho was marriedto Hildigunn'spaternalfirstcousin; hence, his wife
was also Flosi's niece.130By virtue of this marriage bond Flosi claimed
Ingjald'ssupportfor the legal action over the killingof Hildigunn'shusband
and eventually for an attack on Njal and his sons in their home. Ingjald
agreed to support Flosi. Ingjald, however, had been saved from outlawry
three times by Njal's good legal counsel; he was also the uncle, the mother's
brother, of Njal's illegitimate son, Hoskuld. Hr6ndnywent to visit her
brotherand called him the 'greatestof nithings'l31for having swornan oath
to kill Njal and his sons. To compel Ingjald to forbear fulfilling his oath,
she displayed the bloodstained cap her son had been wearingwhen he was
killed. Ingjald'sreaction was noticeably differentfrom other targets of the
ritual. He did not fly into the obligatoryrage, but calmly agreed 'not to go
against Njal whatever may come of it.' Ingjald's calm owed more to the
nature of Hr6nnys'srequest than to any special mildness of character. He
128. See supra text accompanyingnotes 14-15.
129. Njizl,supra note 6, ch. 98.
130. Ibid. chs. 116, 124.
131. Allmikill nioingr, ibid. ch. 124.
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was not asked to take revenge but to forbear assisting in someone else's
vengeance-taking. Moreover, he was not called a nithing in public. Before
Hr6cnny insulted him and displayed the cap, she and her brother had gone
away from the farm to sit by themselves. The scene, then, is not really a
performance of the ceremony at all; it is rather a dress rehearsal, a threat to
perform it.
The case is especially interesting for what it reveals about the nithing
sanction. No sooner had Ingjald agreed not to support Flosi, than Hr6n,ny
raised her demands. Still with her son's cap in hand, she asked her brother
to betray Flosi's plan to Njal. Ingjald refused, because 'I would be called a
nithing by all men (hvers manns ni0ingr) if I did that.' Hr6ony could not
disagree with his assessment and pressed him no further. She knew that her
threatened sanction had no more force. Ingjald will be a nithing if he attacks
Njal or if he betrays Flosi. The best he can give and the best Hr6n,ny will be
able to get is his forbearance.
The case can be read to show that the person to be charged rationally
evaluated the threatened sanction, and as soon as the probable force of the
sanction decreased so did the effectiveness of the ceremony. But the
ceremony, if it had any design at all, was designed to horrify and appall and
to suspend the clean rationality and quiet reflection of the person to be
charged. It had such force that it could lead not only to action that was
merely ill-advised, as in the case of Flosi and Hildigunn, 32but in some cases
to action that was nithing's work itself.
Consider the quandary of Bjarni. He was raised by Geitir, his fosterfather, who also happened to be his mother's brother.'33 Bjarni loved his
foster-father dearly; but there was no great love between Bjarni and his own
father, Brodd-Helgi. Brodd-Helgi and Geitir had a falling out, and after
years of not getting on well, Geitir, with great provocation, slew BroddHelgi. Geitir paid Bjarni wergeld, and the two continued to see each other
often. But Brodd-Helgi left a widow, stepmother to Bjarni, who, as we
should guess, showed Bjarni his father's bloody clothing.134 Bjarni was
enraged, called her the evilest of women, but later that day he planted his
axe in his foster-father's skull. Bjarni's remorse was immediate, for he
caught Geitir as he fell and held him in his lap as he died. The general
reaction of the community was hostile, and it seemed to everyone 'an
unmanly deed.'
Sons were obliged to avenge fathers, and foster-sons, foster-fathers.
Bjarni thought he could avoid the problem by accepting wergeld. But as we
have seen, compensation rarely concluded the feud. To Brodd-Helgi's
widow it was as if nothing had been done. The benefit of the friendly
132. Hildigunn's charge led to the burning of Njal and his sons and consequently, to a
pitchedbattle at the Althingand eventuallyto the killingof more than twenty of Flosi's
followers. Njal, supra note 6, chs. 129-59.
133. Vapnfir6inga,supra note 33, chs. 13-14.
134. Ibid. ch. 14 (English translation,ch. 13). The manuscriptis badly damaged,and many
of the details of the ceremony have been lost.
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settlement between the killer and his foster-son did not run to her. She
resorted to the ceremony because she wanted her husband avenged, but also,
it seems, because she wanted to punish her husband's son by forcing him to
choose between his conflicting obligations which he had hitherto kept in
delicate balance. Why the ceremony should have worked is another matter.
We can only assume that Bjarni was ill at ease for having carried his father in
his purse and for preferring his father's killer to his sacred duty.135 The
ceremony worked because it appealed to the irrational; it throve on the
uncertainties created by the tangled web of cross-cutting ties.
The ceremony also contributed uncertainties of its own. For instance, on
whose behalf did the person charged think he was acting? The ceremony
itself purported to claim that he acted on behalf of the corpse alone. This is a
fiction. In those cases where the only kinship tie was between the grievant
and the person to be charged it would have been recognized as such. Arnkel
and Flosi knew whose loss they were avenging. But in the cases where the
person to be charged was already obliged to avenge the corpse, the fiction
depicted an ideal which the person to be charged had failed to live up to.136
The ceremony generally has to do more than simply serve as a mnemonic of
prior obligations. Those obligations had already proved to be insufficient to
motivate the would-be avenger. Could it be that the grievant was adding a
135. See supra note 100. Compare this interestingaccount in Gregoryof Tours, History of
the Franks, supra note 88, IX.18:
After having murderedChramnesind'srelatives,Sicharformeda great friendship
with him, and they became so devoted to each other that they often had meals
together and even slept in the same bed. One day as twilight was falling
Chramnesindorderedhis supperto be preparedand then invitedSicharround to
eat with him. He came, and they both sat down to table. Sichardrank far more
wine than he could carry and began to boast at Chramnesind'sexpense. He is
reportedto have said: 'Dear brother,you ought to be grateful to me for having
killed off your relations.Thereis plenty of gold and silverin your house now that
I have recompensedyou for what I did to them. If it weren'tfor the fact that the
fine which I've paid has restoredyour finances,you would still today be poor and
destitute.'When he heard Sichar'sremarks,Chramnesindwas sick at heart. 'If I
don't avenge my relatives,'he said to himself, 'theywill say that 1am as weak as a
woman, for I no longer have the rightto be called a man!'Thereuponhe blew the
lights out and hacked Sichar'sskull in two. Sichar uttereda low moan as life left
his body, then he fell dead to the floor. The servantswho had come with him lost
no time in making off. ChramnesindstrippedSichar'scorpse of its clothes and
hung it from a post in his garden-fence.
Stripping the corpse and hanging it on a post was the Frankish equivalent of
announcing the killing;not to have done so would have made the killinga murder.Cf.
Pactus Legis Salicae, supra note 88, ch. XLI, ? 1 .b.
136. This fairly representsthe situation in the cases infra Appendix nos. 2, 5, 7, 8. In case
no. 4, the chargewas issued withinhours of the killing. Skarpheainhad not failed in his
duty and had no intention of not fulfillingit. As noted, the charge to him was purelya
matter of organizing the vengeance taking. In case no. 8, the charge also followed
closely on the killing, but there the prior relationbetween the victim and the person to
be chargedwas such as to suggeststronglythat the latterhad no intentionof avenging
his brother'sson.
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claim she possessed to the claim the corpse already had? That is, she was
serving notice to the person to be charged that he also had a duty to be the
means through which women and old men, all those whom the society
disabled from actual vengeance-taking, could act on behalf of the corpse. In
the ceremony itself, grievant and corpse were inextricably bound together.
The corpse's blood called for vengeance but through the grievant's voice. It
was the grievant who touched the bloody clothing, preserved it, displayed it,
decapitated the corpse, and held its head. Amidst this conflation of personae
in a self-consciously horrifying ceremony, it was unlikely that the person to
be charged would keep straight exactly what he owed to whom. He knew
only that he must act or be called a nithing by all men.
A caution is in order. By speaking in terms of in personam rights and
ill-defined notions of third-party beneficiaries, we risk losing sight of the
most crucial function of the ceremony: to organize a vengeance-taking. In
the Icelandic bloodfeud, in the absence of close male kin of age in the
household, the responsibility for the organizing fell to women: the wife or
mother of the corpse. The bloody-token ritual was one of the devices she
had available to accomplish her task.

III. England: Swords and Mailshirts
English evidence for a ceremony by which one party could oblige another
to take vengeance is found in Beowulf.:37 Unlike the saga examples which
are rich in contextual circumstance, those in Beowulf are especially obscure.
The incidents occur in digressions from the main story and are written in a
137. Beowulfsurvivesin a singlemanuscriptwhich can be dated by paleographicmeansto c.
1000 A.D. The date of the poem itself, as opposed to the manuscript,is still the subject
of very active scholarly debate. Until two years ago most scholars accepted an 8thcenturyoriginfor the poem. But some recentstudieshave proposed laterdates ranging
from the 9th century to the early years of Cnut's reign. The arguments for any
particulardating variously depend on linguistic, metrical,stylistic, paleographic,and
codicologic evidence too detailed and technical to resume here. See generally Colin
Chase, ed., The Dating of Beowulf, 6 Toronto Old EnglishSeries (Toronto, 1981) and
the controversialcodicological and paleographicargumentfor an early 1Ith-century
origin in Kevin S. Kiernan, Beowulf and the Beowulf Manuscript(New Brunswick,
1981); see also R.D. Fulk, 'Review Article: Dating Beowulf to the Viking Age,'
Philological QuarterlyLXI (1982) 341-59, for an intelligentcritical reading of both
books.
The usefulness of Beowulf for describingaspects of the Anglo-Saxon bloodfeud is
not vitiated any more by an early 11th century date of composition than a late 7thcenturydate. The bloodfeud was, afterall, a continuousfeatureof Anglo-Saxon life for
the entire period; see, e.g., Bede, EcclesiasticalHistory, supra note 52, iv, 21-22; and
Vita Wulfstani,R.R. Darlington, ed. (London, 1928) 38. Although the poem does
not speak specificallyof Anglo-Saxon feuds, it is an Anglo-Saxon poem destined for
Anglo-Saxon audiences. When it describesbloodfeud, the lord-retainerbond, and the
various norms associatedwith them, it is as usefulan indicationas any we have of what
the Anglo-Saxon audience's expectations were in such matters, even if we cannot
confine that audiencedefinitelyto the 8th century. See also Dorothy Whitelock, The
Audience of Beowulf (Oxford, 1951) 12-19.
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highly allusive and elliptical style that assumes the audience's knowledge of
much of the stories' broad outlines. 38The nature of the evidence, such as it
is, requires us to take a close look at the text. We will begin with our best
evidence first.
The day after Beowulf had killed Grendel, there was much celebration in
the hall. King Hrothgar's court poet entertained the assembly with the story
of a bloodfeud, the rough outlines of which are as follows:139 Hnaf, the
leader of a group of Danes, visited the hall of Finn, ruler of the Frisians and
Jutes. Finn was married to Hnef's sister, Hildeburh, the marriage
presumably having been arranged as a settlement of earlier hostilities
between the two groups. For some reason the Frisians attacked the Danes in
their guest quarters,'40 and in severe fighting Hnaef was killed, along with
Finn's son by Hildeburh. The fight ended in a stalemate, both sides so
severely weakened that they were unable to continue. A settlement was
concluded between Finn and Hnaef's retainer Hengest, who had taken over
the leadership of the Danish group. The settlement provided, among other
things, that Finn was to share his hall with the surviving Danes and honor
them with gifts as good as those he gave to his Frisian men.141 Above all, no
one was to make any allusion by either 'words or works' to the fact that the
Danes 'followed the slayer of their lord, out of necessity being now without a
lord themselves.' If any Frisian were to bring the feud to mind, 'the sword's
edge would settle it.' The agreement was formalized by oaths, and wergeld
was paid to Hengest and his men.'42
Hengest brooded the entire winter while staying with Finn. He was torn
between his oath to honor the settlement and his duty to avenge his lord.
Moreover, no matter how it was glossed over, the settlement was a
dishonorable one, and its very terms admitted it; hence, the absolute ban on
138. See Whitelock, Audience of Beowulf, supra note 137, 39-70.
139. Beowulf, supra note 17, 11. 1066-1159. This digression is known as the Finn or
Finnsburh Episode. The Episode is distinguished from another Old English poem
known as The Fight at Finnsburh or the Finnsburh Fragment. As the latter name
indicates,the 48 survivinglines of this poem are all that remainof a longer heroic lay.
Taking the two togetherthe largeroutlines of the feud can be reconstructed.But no one
agrees about the particulars,and the Episode and Fragment have been the subject of
active scholarlydebate for over a century. Klaeberedits the Fragmentwith notes and
commentary in his Beowulf, supra note 17, 231-53. For a recent edition that also
contains an extensive bibliography, see Donald K. Fry, Finnsburh: Fragment and
Episode (London,1974). See also R.W. Chambers,Beowulf:An Introduction,3d ed.
(Cambridge, 1959) 245-89.
140. The attack is the substance of the Fragment; see Klaeber, Beowulf, supra note 17,
245-47.
141. Beowulf, supra note 17, 11. 1089-94. Because of some pronouns with uncertain
antecedents,it is not clear who offers termsto whom. The termsof the settlementitself,
however, are reasonablyclear.
142. Ibid. 11.1100-9. I follow the manuscriptreadingad (1. 1107), i.e., 'oath,' not Klaeber's
unnecessary emendation ad, i.e., 'pyre.' On these lines see Whitelock, Audience of
Beowulf, supra note 137, 18 and n.4.
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mentioning that the Danes were following the killer of their lord. As has
been noted earlier, in matters of honor, accepting wergeld, though not in
itself dishonorable, was a poor substitute for revenge. The dishonor of this
settlement lay in its provisions for continued social contact, enforced
conviviality between Finn and the Danes, as if the killing had never taken
place. The Danes were to share Finn's hall with him, drink with him and his
retainers, and receive his gifts. These were the acts which constituted
'follow[ing] the slayer of their lord.' The poet tries to excuse the Danes by
blaming the truce on necessity rather than cravenness, yet the excuse only
emphasizes the intolerableness of the Danes' position.'43 So it was no
wonder that with the coming of spring when it was time for Hengest to
depart, 'he thought more of vengeance than his sea journey."44 Still, he did
not take action until the following incident occurred; it deserves full
quotation:
Swa he ne forwyrnde woroldraedenne,
ponne him Hunlafing hildeleoman,
billa selest on bearm dyde;
aes waron mid Eotenum ecge cude.
Swylce ferh0frecan Fin eft begeat
sweordbealosliden at his selfes ham,
siFlian grimne gripe Guolaf ond Oslaf
efter sxsiae sorge mendon,
aetwitonweana dael; ne meahte wafre mod
forhabbanin hrepre. Da was heal hroden
feonda feorum, swilce Fin slagen,
cyning on corpre, ond seo cwen numen.'45

1145

So [Hengest] did not refuse the universallaw,
when Hunlafinglaid the best of swords,
battle-bright,in his lap;
its edges were well-known to the Jutes.
Then it was, that cruel sword-evil
caught up with bold-spiritedFinn
in his own home, when Gu6laf and Oslaf
complained of the fierce attack,
their sorrow after the sea voyage,
imputed blame for their measureof misery;
the restlessspirit could not be contained
in the breast. Then the hall was decorated
with the enemies' lives; thus Finn was slain,
the king among his men, and the queen taken.
143. On the problems of the peace settlement, see B. Moore, 'The Relevance of the
Finnsburh Episode,' Journal of English and Germanic Philology LXXV (1976)
317-29 at 318-21.
144. Beowulf, supra note 17, 11.1138-39.
145. Ibid. 11.1142-53. Again I follow the manuscriptreading woroldraedenne,'universal
law or custom,' rather than Klaeber's unnecessary emendation weorodredende,
'troop-leader.'
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The outlines of a formal ritual similar to the ones in the sagas are easily
discernable.146 A sword is ceremoniously placed in Hengest's lap, words of
blame and complaint are spoken, and vengeance follows. This much is
incontrovertible. The details are fuzzier, but a reasonable reconstruction is
possible.
We know from the Finnsburh Fragment that GuMdafand Oslaf were
members of Hnef's band and accompanied him to Finnsburh.'47 Other
sources confirm that they were brothers and had another brother named
Hunlaf.148 It is Hunlaf's son, Hunlafing,149 who places the sword on
Hengest's lap. The identity of the sword is less certain. In all probability it is
the dead Hnaef's,'50 for if Hengest were to be urged to vengeance no
ordinary sword would do. It must be one whose sight would recall the
to avenge one's lord.
obligation, the 'universal law'-woroldracdenne-151
The general similarity between this scene and the Icelandic materials we have
discussed supports the suggestion that the sword was Hnaf's, since
something of his would be necessary to perform the rite. His sword would
have to suffice. His corselet and helmet, all his bodily remains had been
146. The symbolic nature of Hunlafing'saction has been recognizedby critics. See, e.g., E.
Talbot Donaldson, Beowulf, J. Tuso, ed. (New York, 1975) 21 n.l; E. Anderson,
'FormulaicTypesceneSurvival:Finn, Ingeld, and the Nibelungenlied,'EnglishStudies
LXI (1980) 293-301; H. Ayres, 'The Tragedy of Hengest in Beowulf,' Journal of
English and GermanicPhilology XVI (1917) 282-295 at 292; Moore, 'Relevance of
the Finnsburh Episode,' supra note 143, 321. The resemblanceof the scene to one of
our saga examples has been noted. See Ayres, 'Tragedy of Hengest,' 292 n.17 and
Appendix no. 6.
147. See supra note 139; Klaeber, Beowulf, supra note 17, 246, 1. 16.
148. See Chambers, Beowulf, supra note 139, 252 n.2.
149. The 'ing' is a patronymicsuffix; hence, Hunlafingis the son of Hunlaf.
150. The case for the sword belonging to Hnaf is especially well argued by Anderson,
'FormulaicTypescene Survival,'supra note 146, 295.
151. The meaning and form of woroldrcedenneis the subject of thorough discussion in
Adrien Bonjour, 'The Climax of the Finn Episode,' in University of California
Publications in English III (1943) 312-30. I have adopted his gloss 'universallaw,'
'universalobligation,' which he takes to indicate the obligation to take vengeancefor
one's lord. Ibid. 329-30. This is probably the case. Yet it is possible that
woroldrcedennerefers more preciselyto vengeancetaken in response to the ceremony
Hunlafing performs, the ceremony itself being a universalcustom. The word occurs
nowhereelse in Old English;the only context we have to judge its meaningis here. The
syntax of the sentencesupportsthe more particularmeaningas well as the generalone:
'he did not refusethe universallaw when Hunlafinglaid the best of swords. .in his lap.'
I only suggest the possibility.
The poet is, however, making an unambivalentand witty referenceto the ceremony
in his use of the word sweordbealo (1. 1146), literally, 'sword-evil,''sword-bale,'to
describehow Finn came by his death. Sweordbealo,also, is unattestedelsewherein Old
English. The poet, apparently, has invented a compound that describes both the
efficientcause of Finn'sdeath-a cruelsword thrustdeliveredmost likelyby Hengestand the cruel sword-evil that was the efficient cause of the thrust-the ceremony of
placing Hnaef'ssword in Hengest'slap.
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claimed by the flames of his funeral pyre; his sword, however, was spared.'52
The text is not precise as to when GuOlaf and Oslaf complained or to
whom they directed their blame. They might have complained at some
unspecified time after Hunlafing laid the sword on Hengest's lap, or at the
same time. They could have blamed either Finn for the attack or Hengest
for accepting a truce and compensation. The poetry seems to prefer the view
that the complaint and blame accompanied Hunlafing's gesture. The very
swiftness of events that follow once Hengest received the sword indicates
there was no delay, no added goading necessary.'53 As Hunlafing laid
Hnef's sword on Hengest's lap, Gualaf and Oslaf, I suspect, were
reminding Hengest that serving his lord's bane was nithing's work. Uncles
and nephew joined together to play the grievant's role in the ceremony.
152. The poet is quite specificabout what is placed on the pyre. Hnaefs corseletand helmet
were mentioned,his swordwas not. Beowulf,supranote 17,11.1111-12. See also Hilda
Davidson, The Sword in Anglo-Saxon England (Oxford, 1962) 10-13, where it is
noted that swords or their remainsare rarein cremationgraves. Swords often escaped
burnings or burial because they were valued as hereditablegoods or were subject to
death tax-the heriot.
The destruction of the corpse by fire may also explain the surrogatefor the bloody
token in a gruesome goading recordedin GuOmundarsaga djra, ch. 17, in Sturlunga
saga, J6n J6hannesson, Magnus Finnbogasonand KristjanEldjarn,eds. (Reykjavik,
1946) 195. Onund had been burned to death by GuOmundin his own home. A year
later Onund'sdaughter, Guruin, servesher brothersand husbandnothing but burned
sheeps' heads and feet for breakfast.The message is not lost on the men who ride out
immediatelythereafterto avenge Onund.
153. Elsewherein Beowulf,the sight of a dead kinsman'ssword is used as a mnemonicdevice
to goad a young man to take vengeancein violation of a settlement.Ibid. 11.2032-66.
But in that case the sword is not part of a ceremonialcharge. It had been appropriated
as spoils by the other faction and so was not availableto the grievant.Withoutit, much
like Hallgerdwithout Sigmund'shead, the grievantmust resortto repeatedeggings to
move the would-be avenger to action.
In the sagas, the victim'sown weapon figuresfrequentlyin avenginghim withoutever
being formally handed to the avenger as part of a charging ceremony. The victim's
weapon would normally pass to one of his heirs along with his other property,and it
was often the heirs who took vengeance. See, e.g., Droplaug, supra note 38, ch. 13;
Laxdaela,supra note 21, ch. 64; Njal, supra note 6, chs. 132, 146. In cases where the
corpse was despoiledof its weapon, the avengercould even resortto trickeryto obtain
it. Grettir, supra note 26, ch. 86. There was, no doubt, a special sense of
appropriatenessin using the victim's weapon to avenge him. Besides the grim irony
apparentto the expiator of dying virtuallyat the hands of the victim, it satisfiedthe rule
of equivalence,the talion, with flourish.
A similarsense of appropriatenessalso made the killingweapon a desirablechoice to
do double serviceas the avenging weapon. Thus, the spearthat killed Asbjorn,stained
with his blood, served not only as the bloody token in a formal chargingceremonybut
was also used to avenge him. Olafssaga helga, supra note 105, chs. 133, 228. See also
Gisli, supra note 28, chs. 13, 16. That saga mentionsa custom nowhereelse recorded,
and not currentduringthe author'stime, that the responsibilityto take vengeancefell to
whoever removed the weapon from the corpse. The custom, if indeed preservingan
earlierpractice, bears some resemblanceto the bloody-token ceremony at issue in this
article.
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If, as is entirely possible, the ceremony was performed in Finn's hall and
in his presence, the grievants have assured themselves of immediate violence.
Their actions were open violations of the settlement that had banned any
provocative words or deeds. By thus breaking the agreement, they have
done much to tip the balance in favor of vengeance in Hengest's mind. As
long as the agreement was being adhered to, not wishing to violate his oath
to maintain it held Hengest's contrary desire for vengeance in check. But the
open repudiation of the truce by his men, coupled with the force of the
charging ceremony itself, made Hengest's choice an easy one. He must take
vengeance and quickly, too, before Finn can prepare to defend. As in
Iceland, the ceremony was here used to clarify conflicting obligations and set
the proper time for taking blood.
Our final piece of evidence is, perhaps, the strangest and most difficult to
understand. Beowulf was in the midst of his last battle, the fight against the
dragon, and he was faring badly. Wiglaf, one of his retainers and also a
kinsman, came to his aid.154But at the moment Wiglaf drew his sword, the
poet leaves him suspended and Beowulf enveloped in flames, in order to
digress on the history of Wiglaf's sword:
2610
gomel swyrd geteah
aet waes mid eldum Eanmundeslaf,
suna Ohteres; pam at saecceweard5,
wraeccanwineleasum Weohstan bana
meces ecgum, ond his magum aetbaer
brunfagnehelm, hringde byrnan,
ealdsweordetonisc; baet him Onela forgeaf,
his gaedelinges guagewaedu,
fyrdsearofuslic,---no
ymbe da faehce sprac,
peah de he his brooor bearn
abredwade.
He oa fraetwegeheold fela missera,
2620
bill ond byrnan,
o 6aet his byre mihte
swa his aerfaeder;
eorlscipe efnan
geaf him da mid Geatum
gu6geweda,
aeghwaesunrim Oa he of ealdre gewat
frod on for6weg.155
he drew the old sword
known by men as Eanmund'sheirloom,
the son of Ohtere; Weohstan killed [Eanmund],
the friendlessexile, in battle by sword's edge;
and [Weohstan] bore the shining helmet,
the linked mailshirt,and the old sword of giants
to [Eanmund's] kinsmen. Onela gave him
his nephew's battle-gear,his ready armorhe didn't speak about the feud at all,
154. Beowulf, supra note 17, 11.2591-2610.
155. Ibid. 11.2610-25. Unlike the Finnsburh Episode, this digression has received little
critical attention. See Adrien Bonjour, The Digressions in Beowulf (Oxford, 1950)
35-39; Robert Kaske, 'Weohstan's Sword,' Modem Language Notes LXXV (1960)
465-68.
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even though [Weohstan] had killed his brother'sson.
[Weohstan] held the equipmentmany years,
the sword and the mailshirt,until his son was able
to do manly deeds as his father had done before.
[Weohstan] gave him while among the Geats battle-gear
of all types, when he departedthis life,
wise in his life-leaving.
Wiglaf's pedigree was given in the lines immediately preceding this
passage; Weohstan is his father. The poet, however, is just as interested in
the pedigree of the sword, helmet, and mailshirt and how they came to be in
Wiglaf's possession. Wiglaf's father had stripped them from Eanmund's
corpse and borne them to his lord Onela. 56Onela, however, also happened
to be Eanmund's father's brother; that is, Onela and Ohtere were brothers.
Onela was at this time king of the Swedes. We know from an earlier passage
in Beowulf that the sons of Ohtere, Eanmund and Eadgils, had failed in
some unspecified manner in their duties to their uncle Onela and fled to the
court of Beowulf's lord, Heardred, in Geatland for protection. There Onela
sought them out. Heardred lost his life for sheltering Eanmund and Eadgils,
and it was apparently during this raid that Weohstan killed Eanmund,
despoiled him of his sword and armor, and presented his spoils to Onela.'57
There are two deliveries of property we need to discuss before the sword
and armor can pass from Weohstan to Wiglaf to do service against the
dragon: the tradition from Weohstan to Onela, and then, from Onela back
to Weohstan.
Weohstan's act of bearing Eanmund's armor to his lord is susceptible to
at least three explanations. First, Weohstan was presenting proof of a
successful mission which also served as a proper publication of the killing.
Onela was clearly pleased at the outcome; he had probably ordered the
killing. Second, Weohstan was giving the spoils which he had won in battle
to his lord. This is the customary practice of a good retainer.158Third,
Weohstan might be seeing to it that Eanmund's heriot is paid.'59 If Onela
156. Weohstanis said to bearthe spoils to his magum. I follow Klaeber,Beowulf,supranote
17, 217, in taking his to refer to Eanmund, and in taking the dative plural magum,
literally'to kinsmen,'to be a genericterm specificallyreferringto Onela as the head of
the kin group to which both he and Eanmundbelong.
157. Beowulf, supra note 17, 11.2379-96.
158. E.g., like Weohstan, the Geatish warrior Eofor despoiled the corpse of his victim
Ogentheow and carried Ogentheow's helmet, sword, and mailshirtback to his lord
Hygelac. Beowulf, supra note 17, 11.2985-88. Beowulf gave Hygelac the gifts he
received from King Hrothgar for vanquishing Grendel. Ibid. 11.2155-62. He gave
Hrothgarthe sword-hilthe took from the Grendelkin. Ibid. 11.1677-79. The Frankish
warriorDaghrefn tried to despoil Hygelac'scorpse in orderto take the armor back to
his lord, but was killed by Beowulf in the process. Ibid. 11.2501-06. Examples from
other sourcesare availablein Whitelock, Beginningsof EnglishSociety, supra note 11,
30-31.
See
159.
ibid. 35-36. 'Heriot'is a laterform of Old Englishheregeatu,a compound meaning
generally'army-equipment,'and specificallythe exaction laterknown as 'heriot;'see J.
Bosworthand T.N. Toller, An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary(Oxford, 1898) and Tollerand
A. Campbell'sSupplement(Oxford, 1921) s.v. heregeatu.
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were Eanmund's lord as well as kinsman, as appears to have been the
case,160 any armor and weapons he had been invested with by his lord would

be owing to the lord on his death. For example, before Beowulf fought
Grendel he requested that Hrothgar, king of the Danes, send his armor back
to his lord Hygelac if he should fail in battle.161
Unfortunately, Weohstan cannot present proof of Eanmund's death,
grant his booty to his lord, or render Eanmund's heriot without at the same
time performing the ritual which should charge Onela to avenge his nephew.
Weohstan, I assume, was painfully aware of the ironies of the situation.
Even though he knew Onela was complicit in the killing he must have had
some anxiety that the sight of kin blood might bring a violent repentance
down on his head.162
Onela received the spoils from his retainer and like a good lord rewarded
him for his loyal service by regranting the spoils.163At its simplest level this
is all Onela's action meant. Yet the poet takes pains to suggest that Onela's
regrant of the spoils was as various in its meanings as Weohstan's rendering
the spoils to him had been. When he regranted the sword and armor 'he
didn't speak about the feud at all, even though [Weohstan] had killed his
brother's son.' The tone of ironic understatement is hard to capture in
translation.164 In his offhand manner the poet is reminding the audience that
whether it was mentioned or not, Weohstan had incurred the bloodfeud,
and he is also reminding us that Weohstan had just reminded Onela that he
had incurred the feud. The irony of the poet's comment depends not upon
whether Onela said anything about the feud but whether he did anything
about it. There is nothing in not speaking about the feud to provoke the
poet's wry comment; there is, however, plenty to provoke it in not doing
anything to avenge his kinsman.
There are clear indications in the passage that Onela did indeed make
clear his feelings about the feud. The verb used to describe Onela giving
Weohstan the sword and armor isforgeaf, not geaf. 165Old Englishforgifan,
160. See Beowulf, supra note 17, 11.2379-90.
161. Ibid. 11.452-55.
162. The episode of Sichar describedsupra note 135 is especially instructivein this regard.
163. The ceremonialgift-givingfrom lord to retainerwas the centralritualof the hall-lifeof
the comitatus. The ritualsymbolizedand reconfirmedthe bond betweenlord and man.
Its importance is attested by Old English synonyms for lord like sincgifa, 'treasuregiver,' and beahgifa, 'ring-giver.' Bosworth-Toller, Anglo-Saxon Dictionary, supra
note 159. For an interestingdiscussion of the politics of gift exchange in Beowulf, see
H. Berger,Jr. and H. Leicester,Jr., 'Social Structureas Doom: the limits of heroismin
Beowulf,'in R. Burlinand E. Irving,Jr., eds., Old EnglishStudies in Honour of John
C. Pope (Toronto, 1974) 37-79 at 44-50. See also Beowulf, supra note 17, 11.168,
2633-45, 3010-21 and Whitelock, Beginnings of English Society, supra note 11,
30-31.
164. Understatement,litotes in the terminologyof rhetoric,is a characteristicfeatureof the
Beowulf-poet'sstyle. In his commentaryto these lines, Klaebernotes the presenceof the
trope. Beowulf, supra note 17, 218.
165. See 1. 2616 and cf. 1. 2623 in the passage quoted in the text supra accompanyingnote
155.
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like gifan, meant to give, to grant; it also, however, had the root sense of
modern English 'forgive;' that is, to pardon a wrong, to remit a penalty. The
verb was used in distinctly legal contexts in Old English, as, for example, the
Lord's prayer's forgyf us ure gyltas,166 'forgive us our debts.' When Onela
'forgave' the sword and armor to Weohstan, he forgave or released his right
to pursue the feud on Eanmund's behalf. Weohstan accepted the regrant
knowing that this was what the regrant meant. In this regard it is noteworthy
that this is the only example in Beowulf where a retainer got back the exact
items he offered up to his lord. The lord always makes a return gift, but the
same articles are not handed back. To have handed back the same items, in
any other context, would have been the severest of insults, a gift spurned,'67
not a feud forgiven. We also know that Onela kept the agreement,'68 for
Weohstan held the equipment many years and was able to 'give,'69 not
'forgive' the sword and armor to his son Wiglaf.
Let us return briefly to Weohstan at the moment he presented Onela the
presumably bloody armor and the sword of his nephew. He knew he had
committed an act that incurred the feud vis a vis his lord. He also knew his
lord wanted the act committed. What could be neater than to ask Onela to
reconfirm their prior understanding by 1) enacting the ceremony that obliges
Onela to pursue the feud so that 2) the lord can formally and publicly release
his claim against his ideal retainer. Onela's action gave reassurance to
Weohstan and assured the public that Weohstan was not in a state of feud
with his lord.
The charging ceremony in effect has been transformed here into a highly
ritualized request for forgiveness. When the grievant's role in the bloodytoken ceremony is played by the killer the entire ceremony undergoes a
major semantic shift. The ceremonial aspect remains, but now instead of
choosing the avenger, it pardons the killer. Similarly, other cultures
recognize a ritual request to forgive the feud, or forbear taking vengeance
by having the killer present himself to the avenger and offer himself up for

166. Matthew 6:12 in Anglo-Saxon Gospelsquoted in The Oxford English Dictionarys.v.
forgive, v. 3.b. Forgyf us ure gyltas renders the Vulgate Latin dimitte nobis debita
nostra; see Bosworth-Toller,Anglo-Saxon Dictionary, supra note 159, s.v. forgifan.
167. See Bergerand Leicester,'Social Structureas Doom,' supra note 163, 44-50.
168. Onela's release bound only himself, not his kin. Eanmund was survivedby a brother,
Eadgils, who had not forgiven Weohstan the feud. Eadgils later succeeded Onela as
king of the Swedes, and it was perhaps for this reason that Weohstan is said to have
given Wiglaf Eanmund'ssword and armor among the Geats. There are strong hints in
the poem that Eadgilsand the Swedesattack Wiglafand the Geatsto avenge Eanmund.
See Bonjour, Digressionsin Beowulf, supra note 155, 36-39.
169. The poet's use of geaf to describethe transferfrom Weohstanto Wiglaf contrastswith
his use offorgeaf to describethe Onela-Weohstantransfer.The use of geafsome seven
lines afterforgeaf can only be intended to point out the distinction between the two
transferssince there are no compelling metricalreasons requiringthe choice of either
verb.
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easy expiation.170 One saga shows a killer laying his head on the knee of the
victim's father.'7' Here, too, the forgiveness ceremony parodies the charging
ceremony. It is very unlikely that anyone would go through this ceremony
without strong assurances that his offer will not be accepted. Weohstan no
doubt found those assurances in Onela's complicity in Eanmund's death.
The Weohstan-Onela episode is remarkable in that the acts of handing
over the spoils and regranting them are legally significant gestures in some
three or four different legal contexts. Announcing a killing, granting the lord
his spoils, paying the heriot, charging the lord to take vengeance, and
requesting a release from incurring the feud are all enacted by Weohstan's
handing over the sword and armor. Rewarding a retainer, waiving the
heriot, and forbearing to take up the feud are all enacted by 'forgiving' the
sword and armor to Weohstan.
Both in England and Iceland the ceremony for charging the avenger made
use of symbols and signs already established in the lexicon of legal rituals. In
both countries, the symbols were ones which figured in obligation-creating
or obligation-transferring ceremonies. The English charge borrowed from
the rituals of gift exchange and weapon investiture common to a society of
lords and retainers, whereas in Iceland it resorted to blood-brotherhood
compacts and the transfer of killing cases. Our English evidence, however, is
skewed to the noble classes. We have no way of knowing what the
formalities of the obliging ceremony were among local kin groups. My
suspicion is that they looked more to bloody tokens and severed heads than
to gold-hilted swords.

170. Peters, 'StructuralAspects,' supra note 4, 270, records that among the Bedouin the
killer might present himself to the 'owner of the blood,' accompanied by a holy man,
and make an offer of his life: 'Here is my knife, my life is yours.' Peters notes that 'no
Bedouin would agree for a moment to undertakethis journey if he thought the offer
might be accepted.'
171. forsteins saga hvita, ch. 7, in 11 Islenzkfornrit, J6n J6hannesson, ed. (Reykjavik,
1950); English translation:Thorsteinthe White'sSaga, ch. 8, in Four IcelandicSagas,
trans. by Gwyn Jones (Princeton, 1935); and also Hrafns saga Sveinbjarnarsonar,ch.
14, in Sturlungasaga, supra note 152, 218.
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